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Determination of the wettability of rocks is one ofthe crucial elements in reservoir 
characterization. It affects the recovery efficiency, relative permeability, and volumetric reserves 
calculations. Assuming wrong wetting conditions may result in inaccurate reserves estimation 
and could be detrimental to improved and enhanced hydrocarbon recovery processes.  
There are several conventional methods based on fluid displacement, such as USBM and 
Amott-Harvey, to determine wettability indices. However, these methods are time-consuming 
and expensive in tight unconventional reservoir core plugs. The approach developed by 
Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) was applied to determine a wettability index of preserved Middle 
Bakken core plugs using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) transverse relaxation time (T2) 
data. In addition, a new simple approach was developed to predict likelihood wettability indices 
using the mineralogical content from X-ray Diffraction (XRD) data.  
 The overall goal of computing wettability index (WI) is to identify ways in which we can 
significantly reduce the amount of time and cost of developing a representative wettability index 
in preserved Middle Bakken plugs, without changing the preserved state of the core. The main 
assumption in our approach is that cleaned, adjacent core properties are representative of the 
preserved core properties, such as helium connected porosity, absolute air permeability, Dean 
Stark saturation, mineralogy, etc. NMR T2 measurements in the adjacent, cleaned plugs were 
measured to develop the pore size distribution that is representative of the preserved plugs. To 
determine NMR wettability indices of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs, T2 relaxation 
measurements of preserved, and cleaned adjacent brine saturated plugs, bulk produced brine and 
oil under ambient conditions are used in the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) NMR forward 
model.  From NMR forward modeling, it is concluded that the preserved Middle Bakken plugs 
appear to be intermediate to fairly oil-wet. NMR wettability indices vary between -0.04 and -
0.54. Also, to predict the wettability indices of the Middle Bakken plugs, a very simple approach 
based on previously published contact angle measurements on polished carbonate and silicate 
mineral surfaces was developed. Our results from this analysis conclude that the given plugs are 
likely oil-wet. Predicted likelihood wettability indices vary between -0.08 and -0.64. Likelihood 
wettability indices were matched with NMR wettability ndices. The significance of this research 
study is to reduce time and cost in determining the wetted state.  
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Understanding the wetted state of the reservoir rock is a critical factor in optimization of 
hydrocarbon production. The preferential wetting state of the reservoir rock affects multiple 
aspects of reservoir performance, such as water flooding and enhanced oil recovery. Assuming 
incorrect wetting state of the reservoir rock might lead to inaccurate reservoir estimations.  
This research study is focused on identifying the ways to compute wettability index in which 
we can significantly reduce the amount of time and cost of developing a representative 
wettability index in preserved Middle Bakken plugs, without changing the preserved state of the 
core. The main assumption in our approach is that cleaned, adjacent core properties are 
representative of the preserved core properties: connected porosity, absolute air permeability, 
Dean Stark saturation, mineralogy, etc.  Quantitative wettability indices of the Middle Bakken 
formation from Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) T2 relaxation measurements were 
compared with predicted quantitative likelihood wettability indices using the developed approach 
based on mineralogical content.   
 
1.1  Importance of Wettability 
The effect of wettability on reservoir performance is significant on pore scale as well as 
reservoir scale. It essentially influences the project economics. Wettability impacts the 
hydrocarbon recovery efficiency, in terms of irreducible water and residual oil saturation, which 
are the most critical quantities in the business units. It will significantly influence the volumetric 
reserves calculations (Kerimov, 2011). In addition, relative permeabilities are essential input 
properties in the multiphase flow. The calculation of relative permeability curves depends on the 
wetting state of the reservoir rock (Anderson, 1987b). Thus, in project management with high 
investment budget, the failure and lack of understanding of wettability might cause damage to 
the reservoir.   
In addition, some well logging measurements are sensitive to the wetting state of the 
formation. Electrical resistivity measurements are controlled by the continuous electrical path 
through the pore space of a reservoir, generally a direct indication of the connectivity and 
tortuosity of the conductive fluid phase, such as brine.  In oil-wet rocks, the water phase can be 
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discontinuous. As a result, wettability impacts on the saturation exponent used in Archie’s 
equation to calculate water saturation from electrical properties of the formation. In water-wet 
rock, saturation exponent is experimentally assumed to be 2, however; in oil-wet formation, it is 
greater than 2 and might increase up to 10 (Anderson, 1986c). Therefore, assuming saturation 
exponent 2 in oil-wet reservoir rocks will lead to he wrong resistivity derived saturation 
estimations.  
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) logging measurements are also sensitive to the wetting 
state of the pores. NMR responses depend on the distribution of the fluids in the porous media. 
NMR relaxation measurements are sometimes used to qualitatively interpret the wettability             
(Anderson, 1986b). Often the non-wetting fluid exhibits relaxation rates similar to those of bulk 
fluid; however, the wetting phase shows the enhanced relaxation rates due to the surface 
relaxivity phenomena. If the oil is in contact with e pore surface, it experiences enhanced 
relaxation rates due to the effect of surface relaxivity, which is the indication of either mixed-wet 
or oil-wet rock (Freedman et al., 2003).     
In addition, wettability is an important parameter during the drilling processes, especially, 
during the drilling with oil-based mud (Chen et al., 2006).  For instance, oil-based mud filtrate 
containing surfactants invades the near well formation, potentially altering the wettability of the 
pores. This can alter the distribution of the fluids near the wellbore and influence the wireline 
logging signals.   
 
1.2  Problem Statement 
Conventional fluid displacement wettability index methods, such as USBM and Amott-
Harvey (Amott, 1959, and Johansen and Dunning, 1961), are expensive and time-consuming in 
tight unconventional reservoirs. The greatest challenge is to measure capillary pressure as a 
function of saturation in tight unconventional reservoirs to determine wettability index. There is 
little wettability index data published on unconventio al reservoirs due to the time, cost, and 
accuracy of the conventional methods. Thus, there is a need for quick wettability estimations.   
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) wettability indices are perhaps considered the most 
promising for the quick, down-hole wettability index calculations. However, there are several 
factors affecting the NMR relaxation measurements. One of these factors is the influence of 
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paramagnetic iron bearing minerals on NMR responses. Thus, there is a need to explore and 
understand the effect of iron bearing minerals on NMR relaxation measurements.   
  
1.3  Research Objectives 
The essential objectives of this research study were d fined based on problem statements. 
The research objectives are the following:  
• Identify the ways to reduce the time and cost of computing wettability indices of the 
preserved Middle Bakken core plugs without changing the preserved state of the plugs 
• Explore and understand the effect of pyrite on NMR T2 relaxation measurements 
 
1.4  Research Approach 
To develop ways to reduce the time and cost of computing wettability indices of the 
preserved Middle Bakken plugs without changing the preserved state of the plugs, the following 
approach was established: 
• Use data from routine core analysis in cleaned cores adjacent to preserved plugs as input 
to determine wettability indices of the preserved plugs 
• Use XRD mineralogy on cleaned core to predict likelihood wettability indices based on 
published contact angle data on individual mineral surfaces 
• Use NMR T2 relaxation distribution data in both preserved andcleaned plugs, and in bulk 
fluids to determine wettability indices using the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005)  NMR 
forward model  
• Compare NMR wettability indices with mineralogy likelihood wettability indices  
To explore and understand the effect of pyrite on NMR relaxation measurements the 
following approach was established: 
• Develop a relationship between pyrite volume fraction and NMR logarithmic T2 mean 
and interpret the effects of pyrite on T2 relaxation data 
• Develop the empirical pyrite correction to subtract the effect of pyrite from T2 data 
• Compare the interpreted physical properties, such as clay-bound water, bound fluid, free 
fluid, permeability, and pore size distributions, from NMR T2 distributions before and 
after the correction 
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1.5  Middle Bakken Formation 
The Bakken formation is located in the Williston basin, which underlies nearly two thirds of 
North Dakota, the northwestern portion of South Dakot , northeastern portion of Montana, and 
the southern portion of Saskatchewan and Manitoba as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (Ramakrishna et 
al., 2010)  
 
Figure 1.1   The map of the Williston basin (Ramakrishna et al., 2010). 
 
The Bakken formation consists of three parts: the Upper Bakken is about 20 ft thick black 
marine shale; the Middle Bakken is  30-80 ft thick nterbedded layer of limestone, siltstone, 
dolomite, and sandstone; and the Lower Bakken is  10-50 ft thick black marine shale (LeFever, 
2005). The Mississippian age Lodgepole Limestone overlies and the Devonian age Three Forks 
formation underlies Bakken formation as depicted in Figure 1.2 (Ramakrishna et al., 2010). 
Five different facies are present in the Middle Bakken formation. Lithology of the Middle 
Bakken formation varies from calcareous siltstone to predominant quartz sandstone, dolostone, 
and silty limestone. All facies are well-cemented with calcite, silica, or dolomite; the middle 




Figure 1.2   Stratigraphy of Bakken formation (Ramakrishna et al., 2010). 
 
The maximum thickness of the Bakken formation is about 145 ft, and has great hydrocarbon 
potentials. In 1974 it was reported that the potential hydrocarbon reserves estimates are about 10 
million bbl of oil (Ramakrishna et al., 2010). However, these estimates have been revised to a 
range of 413 million to 503 million bbl (Ramakrishna et al., 2010). 
The primary oil targets of the Bakken are the Middle Bakken dolomitic sand/siltstone and 
the Three Forks dolomite formations. The Upper and Lower Bakken Shales are organic rich 
source rocks. The identification of hydrocarbon fluid type, volume, reservoir porosity, 
permeabilities, and saturations are critical input data for reservoir characterization. The average 
Middle Bakken formation porosities and permeabilities are ranging from 5 to 10 pu and 0.001 to 
0.1 mD, respectively (Ramakrishna et al., 2010). A complex Middle Bakken reservoir lithology, 
particularly the presence of the clay and pyrite minerals in the formation, might be an issue in 
formation evaluation. Conventional reservoir characterization techniques might not work in 
Middle Bakken formation. As an illustration, the presence of pyrite will affect the electrical 
resistivity, NMR, and bulk density logging measurements. It has to be taken into account in 




1.6  Structure of the Thesis Work  
Chapter 1 covers the background on Middle Bakken formation and the scope of the research 
project, problem statement, defined objectives, and established approaches. 
Chapter 2 covers the extended background review on wettability phenomena and 
fundamental concepts of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) relaxation measurements.  
Chapter 3 describes the materials and methods used in this laboratory study. Basic reservoir 
rock and fluids properties of the given Middle Bakken plugs are discussed. In addition, NMR 
equipment and experimental procedures are covered in this section.   
Chapter 4 discusses the acquired and interpreted NMR T2 relaxation data. Derived pore size 
distributions, volumes of clay-bound water, bound water, free fluids, calculated NMR total 
porosity, and permeabilities are presented.  
Chapter 5 discusses the quantitative determination of NMR wettability index. The novel 
forward model developed by Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) is applied to quantitatively estimate 
wettability index of Middle Bakken from NMR T2 relaxation measurements. 
Chapter 6 includes the quantitative wettability evaluation of Middle Bakken plugs using the 
mineralogical approach based on mineralogical content from X-ray Diffraction data. The 
developed approach based on previous published contact angle measurements on polished 
silicate and carbonate mineral surfaces is used to quantitatively predict the likelihood wetting 
state of the given plugs.   
Chapter 7 covers the effect of paramagnetic iron-bearing minerals, such as pyrite, on NMR 
relaxation measurements. The empirical pyrite corretion model to remove the effect of pyrite 
from NMR T2 relaxation distributions is presented in this section.   
Chapter 8 summarizes this research study and presents the future recommendations to 












This chapter discusses the wettability phenomena and fu damental concepts of Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance (NMR). The following fundamental concepts are reviewed:  
1. Wettability  
2. Interfacial tension  
3. Contact angle  
4. NMR physics 
5. NMR relaxation mechanisms  
6. Properties that affect NMR relaxation measurements 
 
2.1  Wettability  
Wettability is defined as “tendency of one fluid to spread on or adhere to a solid surface in 
the presence of the other immiscible fluids” (Craig, 1971). Fluid that preferentially adheres to the 
solid surface is called the wetting fluid, and the other fluid is the non-wetting fluid. Reservoir 
rocks can be water-wet, oil-wet, or intermediate-wet. In addition, fractional and mixed 
wettability types are commonly used in petroleum industry.  Fractional wettability is observed in 
porous medium, where some areas are strongly oil-wet, and the rest is water-wet. Mixed 
wettability refers to variations at the pore scale, in other words, the small pores are water filled 
(i.e. water-wet), whereas, the larger pores are mainly f lled with oil. Knowing wettability is 
important because it affects the recovery efficiency, relative permeability, electrical properties, 
capillary pressure measurements, saturation profiles and other reservoir rock properties 
(Anderson, 1987a). 
There are several conventional methods based on fluid displacements to determine wettability 
index of the reservoir rock. These are the Amott and USBM methods (Amott, 1959 and Johansen 
and Dunning, 1961). Amott method involves the measurement of the amount of fluids 
spontaneously and forcibly imbibed by a rock sample. Amott wettability index ranges from +1 
for fully water-wet to -1 for fully oil-wet (Amott, 1959). USBM wettability test is similar to the 
Amott method, but considers the work required to do a f rced fluid displacement. The USBM 
index is defined as log(Ai/Ad), where Ai is the area under the first imbibitions capillary pressure 
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curve, and Ad is the area under the second drainage capillary pressu e curve. This index runs 
from +∞ for fully water-wet to -∞ for fully oi-wet” (Johansen and Dunning, 1961). The practical 
limitation of Amott and USBM methods is that they are time-consuming and expensive. In 
addition, combined Amott/USBM method is not applicable to monitor wettability alteration as 
function time and determine in-situ wettability characteristics of the reservoir rock.  
 
2.2  Interfacial Tension 
Two immiscible fluids in contact with each other are separated by an interface. The 
molecules inside the fluid exert an attractive force on each other as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (a).  
At the interface, there is a force acting inward to minimize the surface area as shown in Figure 
2.1 (b) (Donaldson and Alam, 2008). As a result of molecular interaction at the interface, the 
molecular tension is generated. Tension is the surface ree energy per unit area at the interfaces, 











Figure 2.1   Interaction of attractive molecular forces (a) in the liquid and (b) at the interface 
(Donaldson and Alam, 2008). 
 
Liquids in a capillary tube will rise only if they wet the wall of tube to decrease the total 
surface area as depicted in Figure 2.2 (a). Interfacial tension of the liquid is reduced to the 
minimum values at equilibrium between the attractive forces and gravity. Therefore, the 
reduction of surface area is related to a decrease in urface energy:  





The free energy necessary to raise the liquid to the certain height against the force of gravity 
is expressed as  
∆   (2.2) 
At equilibrium the inward and downward energies are equal, therefore,  
  12  
(2.3) 
Liquid in the capillary tube will be depressed if it does not wet the wall of the tube 
(Donaldson and Alam, 2008). The reason is the mutual attraction of the liquid’s molecules is 
greater than the glass-liquid molecular attraction as shown in Figure 2.2 (b). The pressure of 
nonwetting fluid is greater than the pressure of wetting fluid; therefore, the fluid will be 
depressed in the capillary tube.  
 
 
Figure 2.2   (a) Capillary rise of a wetting liquid, (b) depression of the nonwetting liquid 
(Donaldson and Alam, 2008). 
 
2.3  Contact Angle: Balance of Energies 
Contact angle measurements in water-oil-solid system  are used to determine the 
preferential wetting state of the mineral surface. Contact angle less than 90o indicates the 
preferentially water-wet surface, whereas angle greate  than 90o exhibits preferentially oil-wet 
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surface (Anderson, 1986b). The contact angle measurments are usually conducted on polished 
mineral surface to evaluate the wetting state of the mineral surface.    
A drop of water on a horizontal mineral surface in the presence of oil will either spread on 
the surface or remain as a round drop on the surface. This can be explained by the wetting state 
of the mineral surface. If the mineral surface is completely water-wet with contact angle of 90, 
then the water drop will spread on the surface, however, if the mineral surface is oil-wet with 
contact angle of 180, then the drop of water will remain as a round drop on the surface 
(Donaldson and Alam, 2008).  
The oil-water interfacial tension is tangent to thesurface of the water drop. The horizontal 
component of the force pulls the circumstances of the drop to its center as illustrated in Figure 
2.3. In addition, the water-solid interfacial tension pulls the circumstance of the water drop in 
contact with the solid to the center as well.  At equilibrium these two forces are balanced by oil-
solid IFT of an adsorbed layer of oil on the solid surface acting to pull the circumstance of the 









Figure 2.3   The tensile interfacial forces pull the drop into a spherical shape                      
(Donaldson and Alam, 2008). 
 
Young (1855) expressed interfacial tensions as a function of contact angle  
     (2.4) 
Gibbs (1928) generalized Young’s equation by considering the spreading tendency of a 
liquid onto a solid surface as expressed as  







The terms Ef,os and Ef,ws are the derived free energies of interactions betwen the liquids and 
the solid  
,  ,   
,  ,   
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Where σs,vac is the excess free energy of the solid surface in a vacuum. Integration of Gibbs 
and Young’s equations shows that the solid interacts wi h the liquid drop. It either makes the 
liquid drop to spread on the surface or remain as around spherical drop.  Contact angle depends 
on the surface energy. If the surface energy is low, then the liquid surface tension influences the 
contact angle. Liquid will not spread on a surface that has lower surface tension than liquid itself.  
The interfacial tension is equal to the free surface energy per unit area in the case of non-
wetting spherical drop on the surface. With increasing tensile forces, the radius of the spherical 
drop decreases, thus, the free surface energy decreas s as well:   
  8 (2.8) 
 
The decrease in radius of the drop results in increasing of the fluid’s internal pressure.  Thus, 
interfacial tension decreases the free surface energy and is simultaneously compensated by the 
increase of difference between the internal and external pressures:  
  4!"#$  "%&' (2.9) 
The resulting difference of surface free energy is equal to the work of compression, thus, at 
equilibrium the special case of the capillary pressure equation where cosθ is equal to 1.0: 
∆"  2  
(2.10) 
A more general form of capillary pressure equation was developed and applied to porous 
media by Leverett (1941) 
"  2  
(2.11) 
Fluids with low interfacial tension (IFT) tend to spread over the surface and are considered 
to be wetting fluid. Favorable conditions for wetting fluids are high surface energy of the solid, 
and lower IFT of the liquid. Wetting fluid spreads over the surface in order to lower the surface 
energy per area. However, for non-wetting fluid low surface energy of solid and high IFT of the 
fluid is observed (Donaldson and Alam, 2008).    
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2.4  Contact Angle Measurements on Polished Mineral Surfaces 
This section covers the review of the previously published contact angle measurements of 
crude oils on polished mineral surfaces in the presence of water. The data provided in this 
section will be later used as an input in developed model to predict likelihood wettability index 
based on mineralogical content data.   
Trieber, et al. (1972) conducted contact angle measur ments on polished silicate and 
carbonate mineral surfaces using the crude oils from 55 reservoirs. They determined the ranges 
of contact angles for different wetting states: water – wet is 0o-75o, intermediate-wet is 75o-105o, 
and oil-wet is 105o-180o. They found that in silicates, 43% were water-wet, 7% were 
intermediate-wet, and 50% were oil-wet. In carbonates, 8% were water-wet, 8% were 
intermediate-wet, and 84% were oil-wet as depicted in Table 2.1.  
Chillingar and Yen (1983) conducted contact angle masurements on 161 limestone, 
dolomitic limestone, calcitic dolomite, and dolomite cores to evaluate the wettability. The range 
of contact angles for water-wet rocks was 0o- 80o, for intermediate-wet was 80o-100o, and for oil-
wet was 100o-180o. They concluded that the 8% of the carbonate rocks were water-wet, 12% 
were intermediate-wet, and 80% were oil-wet as shown in Table 2.1.    
Morrow (1975) studied the effect of roughness on cotact angle hysteresis using the 
polytetrafluoriethylene capillary tube. The advancing and receding angles were measured before 
and after introducing roughness inside the tube. The introduction of roughness inside the tube 
significantly affected the contact angle hysteresis.  He concluded that the application of contact 
angle has to be carefully considered in drainage and imbibition processes which in turn represent 
the advancing and receding the contact angles.  
Table 2.1   Contact angle measurements of crude oils on carbonate and silicate surfaces 
(Donaldson and Alam, 2008) 





Trieber et al. (1972) 
Water-wet 0
o-75o 43% 8% 
Intermediate 75
o-105o 6% 4% 
Oil-wet 105
o-180o 51% 88% 
Chillingar  and Yen 
(1983) 
Water-wet 0
o-80o - 8% 
Intermediate 80
o-100o - 12% 
Oil-wet 100
o-180o - 80% 
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2.5  Fundamentals of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Relaxation 
To qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate Nuclear-Magnetic Resonance (NMR) relaxation 
measurements, some fundamental concepts are necessary to understand.  These concepts are 
nuclear magnetism, polarization, free induction decay, and relaxation mechanisms.  
 
2.5.1  Nuclear Magnetism and Polarization  
NMR measurements are sensitive to nuclei which have n odd number of protons or 
neutrons. The elements, such as hydrogen, carbon, and sodium, have to be present in the media 
to acquire nuclear magnetic signal.  As an illustration, the nucleus of hydrogen has only one 
proton, and can be found in both water and hydrocarbons. In addition, nucleus of hydrogen 
induces a strong nuclear magnetic signal.  
The nucleus of the hydrogen atom consists of positively charged proton with a spin axes. 
The hydrogen nucleus in the presence of external magnetic field might be illustrated as a magnet 
bar with the magnetic axis aligned with the spin axis of the nucleus as depicted in Figure 2.4 (a). 
The hydrogen nuclear spin axes are randomly oriented i  the absence of external magnetic field 




Figure 2.4   Orientation of hydrogen nuclear spin axes (a) under external magnetic field (b) no 





The first step in making NMR measurement is to apply static magnetic field, Bo, therefore, 
align magnetic nuclei along a static magnetic field. Static magnetic field, Bo, applies a torques on 
the nucleus to align the nuclear spin axis with Bo. 
Applied torques on the nucleus makes nucleus spin axis to move perpendicular to the torque 
which is called precession motion as depicted in Figure 2.5 (a). Static magnetic field, Bo, exerts 
torque on nucleus and makes it to precess Bo with recessional Lamor frequency (f) (Coates et al., 
1999), which is expressed as 
(  )*2  
(2.12) 
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, which is a measure of the strength of the nuclear magnetism. 
Gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen is  
+
, = 42.58 MHz/tesla. Lamor frequency of the nucleus is 
proportional to the static magnetic field and gyromagnetic ratio.  
In quantum mechanics, when an external magnetic field is applied on the nucleus, the proton 
can be moved into one of two energy states as shown in Figure 2.5 (b).  The energy state of a 
particular proton depends on the direction of external static magnetic field and precession axis.  
Protons are in high energy level because precessional axis is parallel to Bo, on the contrary, 
protons are in low energy level when the precessional axis is anti-parallel to static magnetic field 
(Coates et al., 1999).   
 
 
Figure 2.5   The alignment of the precessional axisof the nucleus with respect to the direction of 




When an external magnetic field is applied, proton spin axes are aligned with the direction 
of the magnetic field. This process is called polarization. Polarization increases with a time 
constant known as a longitudinal relaxation time, T1 (Coates et al., 1999):  
-.!/'  - 01  12345 6 (2.13) 
where t  is the time that the static magnetic field is applied to protons, Mz(t) is the magnitude of 
magnetization at time t, Mo refers the maximum magnetization in a given magnetic fi ld  
At time, T1, the magnetization reaches 63% of its final value. At the time equal to three 
times T1, magnetization reaches 95%, thus, polarization is completed as depicted in Figure 2.6. It 
can be seen that T1 relaxation curve illustrates the measure of magnetization as a function of the 
time under the influence of external magnetic field (Coates et al., 1999).  
 
Figure 2.6   Polarization curve (Coates et al., 1999). 
 
2.5.2  Pulse Tipping and Free Induction Decay 
The second step in the NMR measurement is to apply oscillating magnetic field, B1, 
perpendicular to static magnetic field, Bo, in order to change the magnetization from the 
longitudinal to a transverse direction. Due to the int raction of oscillating magnetic field with 
protons, they can absorb the energy and move from low-energy state into high-energy state.  This 
results in precession of protons in phase with each other. Thus, change in energy state and in-
phase precession due to application of oscillating magnetic field, B1, is called nuclear magnetic 
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resonance. Nuclear magnetic resonance cause tipping of the magnetization around the static 
magnetic field at Lamor frequency. The tipping angle (Coates et al., 1999) is expressed as  
  )*78  (2.14) 
where θ  is the tipping angle, B1 is amplitude of the oscillating field, and τ is the time over which 
the oscillating field is applied.  
The oscillating magnetic field, B1, induces the angular pulse terms, such as 180
o pulses and 
a 90o pulse refer to the angle through which magnetization is tipped by B1. NMR tool applies 90
o 
B1 pulse to the proton population, as a result, they ip and precess from longitudinal to transverse 
plane relative to static magnetic field.  
After removing the oscillating magnetic field, B1, the protons diphase and the precessions of 
the protons will no longer be in phase with one another. As a result, the signal and the net 
magnetization decreases exponentially to zero. Thisprocess is called free induction decay as 
illustrated in Figure 2.7.  Due to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, the protons precess 
with different Lamor frequencies, therefore, free induction delays will be short. Figure 2.7 shows 
dephasing of protons after applying 90o pulse, and free induction decay signal (Coates et al., 
1999).  
 




2.5.3  Spin-Echo Detection  
Application of 180o B1 pulse can re-phase transverse magnetization. It changes the phase 
angle of transverse magnetization from α to – α. As a result of application of 180o B1 pulse, the 
slower vectors are moved in front of the faster vectors in magnetization phase. During rephrasing 
process, the faster vectors take the place of the slower vectors, and a generated signal is 
measured.  This signal is called a spin echo. The tim τ between 90o and 180o B1 pulses is equal 
to the time τ between 180o B1 pulse and the peak of the echo. The echo peak occurs at echo time 
2τ.  Spin-echo generation is illustrated in Figure 2.8 (Coates et al., 1999).   
 
 
Figure 2.8   Spin-echo train generation (Coates et al., 1999). 
 
Due to the short spin echo decay, the 180o B1 pulse can be reapplied to generate the series of 
spin echoes. Thus, a spin-echo train can be measured as illustrated in Figure 2.9. Spin echo is 
created between each pair of 180o pulses. The entire pulse sequence, in terms of 90o pulse 
followed by the series of 180o pulses, is called CPMG sequence (Coates et al., 1999). First, the 
90o B1 pulse is applied to generate the free induction decay, after time equal to τ the 180o B1 
pulse is applied to generate the spin echo as shown in Figure 2.8. The echo peak occurs at echo 





Figure 2.9   Spin-echo train (Coates et al., 1999). 
 
The time constant of the transverse magnetization decay is called the transverse relaxation 
time, T2. The amplitude of the spin-echo train at time t, which is amplitude of the transverse 
magnetization Mz(t) is given by  
-.!/'  -&1234:  (2.15) 
where Mox is the magnitude of the transverse magnetization at t=0.  
 
2.6  NMR Relaxation Mechanisms 
There are three independent relaxation mechanisms (Coates et al., 1999): 
•  Bulk fluid relaxation, T1bulk and T2bulk 
•  Surface relaxation, T1surface and T2surface  
•  Diffusion, T2diffusion 



















where T2 is transverse relaxation time of the pore fluid, and T1 is the longitudinal relaxation. 
Bulk, surface, and diffusion indices refer to relaxation times due to the effect of bulk fluid, 
surface, and diffusion in the presence of magnetic gradient.   
There are several factors affecting the aforementioned relaxation mechanisms. These are the 
fluid type, pore size distribution, viscosity, and the wettability.  
 
2.6.1  Bulk Relaxation Mechanism  
Bulk relaxation time is a function of fluid properti s, such as fluid viscosity and chemical 
composition. To measure bulk relaxation time, the container of fluid sample has to be placed into 
the coil and subjected to an external magnetic field (Coates et al., 1999). There are other factors, 
such as temperature and pressure, can influence the bulk fluid relaxation. In addition, the 
presence of paramagnetic iron ions in bulk solution affects the bulk relaxation time. It might 
significantly decrease the relaxation time of the bulk fluid. The detailed explanation of the effect 
of paramagnetic iron irons on bulk fluid relaxation will be discussed in Chapter 7.       
 
2.6.2  Surface Relaxation Mechanism  
Surface relaxation is caused due to the effect of the fluid-solid interfaces. T2 and T1 surface 
relaxation times are expressed as (Kleinberg et al., 1994)  
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where ρ2 is T2 surface relaxivity, ρ1 is T1 surface relaxivity, and (S/V)pore refers to the ratio of 
pore surface to fluid volume.  
Marschall et al. (1995) has extensively studied surface relaxivities of different rock types. It 
has been found that the range of surface relaxivities of clean sandstones is 6.4-23.0 µm/s, shaly 
of sandstones is 7.9-25.0 µm/s, of limestone is 1.0-3.2 µm/s, and dolomite is 4.6-5.4 µm/s 
(Marschall et al., 1995). In addition, the range of surface relaxivity values of pyrite and siderite 
are 1.2-1.8 µm/s and 19-26 µm/s, respectively (Keating and Knight, 2010). The av r ge surface 




Table 2.2   Average surface relaxivity values of different rock types (Marschall et al., 1995, 




Clean Sandstone 15.7 
Shaly Sandstone 16.45 
Dolomite 5 
Limestone 2.1 
Pyrite and Quartz Mixture 1.5 
Siderite and Quartz Mixture 22.5 
 
2.6.3  Diffusion-Induced Relaxation  
When the fluid is subjected to gradient magnetic field with long inter-echo time, it can 
induce relaxation due to the diffusion. In the presence of the gradient in the static magnetic field, 
molecular diffusion exhibits dephasing, therefore, enhance T2 relaxation rate.  Diffusion does not 
affect the T1 relaxation rate.  






where D is molecular diffusion,  γ  is gyromagnetic ratio of proton, G  is field strength gradient, 
and TE is the inter-echo spacing used in the CPMG sequence. 
Integration of bulk, surface, and diffusion induced relaxation rates gives the general 



















2.6.4  Echo-Fit for T2 Distributions 
After acquisition of raw data, echo-train, the next step is to determine the T2 distribution. To 
obtain T2 distribution, a mathematical inversion must be used. Figure 2.10 illustrates the input 
(echo train) and output (T2 distribution) of the inversion process. Inversion fu ction uses multi-
exponential model that assumes that the T2 distributions consists of m discrete relaxation time 
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T2i, with corresponding porosity components. The essential aim of the inversion is to estimate 
the incremental porosity of each discrete distribution:  
1!G'  H712I
3!$'4:,5 J @ H12I
3!$'4:,: J @ HK12I
3!$'4:,L J @ M @ HN12I
3!$'4:,OJ @ GP1 (2.23) 
where t(i)=iTE and i=1,2,…,n, is the time when the i th cho was acquired. 
 
 
Figure 2.10   Illustration of an inversion process (Coats et al., 1999). 
 
Equation 2.23 consists of n linear equations and m unknowns.  Typically, m, the number of 
discrete T2 values, can range from 2 in some log data to 50 in high quality laboratory data.  
 
2.7  Properties that Affect NMR Relaxation Measurements 
There are several rock and fluid properties that can potentially affect NMR relaxation 
measurements. These are the followings: pore size distribution, fluid viscosity, and wettability.   
 
2.7.1  Pore Size Distribution 
If a water-wet rock is completely saturated with water, relaxation time of the pore is 
proportional to the pore size. In other words, T2 distribution of the completely water saturated 
rock represents pore size distribution. Figure 2.11 shows the comparison of pore size 
distributions of fully brine saturated rock obtained from NMR and mercury injection data 
(Coates et al., 1999). The pore size distribution fr m mercury injection curve is usually taken as 
a ground truth. As seen in Figure 2.11, the shift applied to match pore size distribution curves is 
called effective surface relaxivity (Coates et al., 1999). Surface relaxivity depends on the 
formation type and usually applied to convert T2 relaxation time into pore throat radius 




Figure 2.11   Comparison of pore size distribution fr m NMR and mercury injection                     
(Coates et al., 1999). 
 
2.7.2 Wettability  
Wettability can have a significant effect on NMR relaxation measurements. NMR relaxation 
measurements are sometimes used to qualitatively interpret the wettability (Freedman et al., 
2003). Often the non-wetting fluid exhibits relaxation rates similar to those of bulk fluid; 
however, the wetting phase shows the enhanced relaxation rates due to the surface relaxivity 
phenomena. If the oil is in contact with the pore surface, then, it experiences enhanced relaxation 
rates due to the effect of surface relaxivity, which is the indication of either mixed-wet or oil-wet 
rock (Freedman et al., 2003). The enhanced relaxation rate due to the effect of surface relaxivity 
can be explained by the increased relaxation rate of the oil component due to the effect of 
viscosity. In general, the T2 distribution of completely oil-wet porous media will be different 
from the one of fully water-wet. When oil molecules are in contact with grain surfaces, they 
exhibit additional surface relaxivity due to the oil wetness and viscosity (Howard, 1995). 
Wettability will affect the T2 distribution depending on the wetting state of therock and 





2.7.3  Viscosity 
In water-wet rock, the oil signal of T2 relaxation distribution depends on viscosity.  In a 
mixed-wet rock, the oil and water signals of the T2 distributions overlap each other; therefore, it 
is difficult to quantitatively differentiate signals (Howard, 1994).  The overlap does not influence 
the total porosity estimations because the separate oil and water components are not required to 
calculate the total NMR porosity, instead, the integration of the area under the T2 distribution 
curves is required. But the overlap elaborates the det rmination of bulk irreducible volume 
(BVI), free fluid, permeability, and the hydrocarbon type. In oil-wet rock, oil molecules are in 
contact with grain surfaces, therefore, BVI will bethe bulk irreducible volume of oil. The T2 
relaxation times of water are long compared to the corresponding relaxation times of the oil 
signal in mixed- or oil-wet. Figure 2.12 illustrates the qualitative T1, T2, and diffusion values for 
different fluid types and pore size (Coates et al., 1999). Bound fluids have very short T1 and T2 
times, and slow diffusion, movable water has medium long T1 and T2 time, along with medium 
diffusion. The relaxation times and diffusion of oil depends on the viscosity. The heavy oil has 
short T1 and T2 times, and slow diffusion, on the contrary, light oil has long T1 and T2 times, 
along with medium diffusion. Finally, gas has long T1 and short T2 values, along with very fast 
diffusion (Coates et al., 1999) 
 
Figure 2.12   Qualitative T1, T2, Diffusion for different fluid types and rock pore size                        






MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This section covers the materials and methods used in this research study. Materials section 
includes the quantity, basic rock properties, and mineralogy of the preserved and cleaned Middle 
Bakken plugs. In addition, the fluids properties, such as IFT, viscosity and density of the bulk 
formation fluids are discussed. Methods sections describe the equipment and techniques used in 
this laboratory study. NMR equipment, acquisition parameter, background correction, inversion 
methods, and saturation procedure are briefly discussed in the following sections. The detailed 
explanation of all aforementioned can be found in the appendices.  
 
3.1  Materials 
In this section, the Middle Bakken core inventory of cleaned and preserved plugs, basic 
reservoir rock and fluid properties, and mineral comp sition from X-ray diffraction are 
described.   
 
3.1.1  Dimensions of Middle Bakken Plugs  
NMR T2 relaxation measurements were conducted on both preserv d and cleaned Middle 
Bakken plugs. Eight preserved and eight adjacent claned plugs from two wells were used. Table 
3.1 shows the dimensions of the given cleaned adjacent and preserved Middle Bakken plugs. For 
instance, HW1 cleaned plug is adjacent to the H1 preserved plug. The adjacent plugs were 
cleaned in Weatherford Labs after Dean Stark saturation analysis using Soxhlet extraction. 
Adjacent plugs were cleaned with toluene, followed by chloroform and methanol. The average 
length and diameter of the cleaned plugs is 1.65 in and 1.5 in., respectively. The average length 
and diameter of the preserved plugs is 1.52 in and 1.5 in., respectively. Weight of the preserved 
plugs was measured before measurements. Weight of te adjacent cleaned plugs was measured 
after drying for 24 hours at 120o C. The depth difference between preserved and adjacent cleaned 
plugs is approximately 0.2 ft. Thus, the reservoir r ck properties of the adjacent cleaned plugs 
measured in the laboratory are assumed to be representative of preserved plugs. Adjacent cleaned 

















HW1 11169.10 Cleaned 1.63 1.51 118.90 
HW2 11173.30 Cleaned 1.63 1.49 106.70 
HW3 11177.50 Cleaned 1.70 1.49 120.20 
HW4 11179.20 Cleaned 1.66 1.49 117.90 
WW1 10282.60 Cleaned 1.63 1.50 116.20 
WW2 10287.50 Cleaned 1.64 1.50 116.80 
WW3 10290.60 Cleaned 1.62 1.50 109.00 
WW4 10298.20 Cleaned 1.60 1.50 109.50 
H1 11169.30 Preserved 1.58 1.49 119.49 
H2 11173.50 Preserved 1.59 1.49 111.30 
H3 11177.85 Preserved 1.56 1.49 111.96 
H4 11179.40 Preserved 1.58 1.51 117.25 
W1 10282.45 Preserved 1.45 1.51 110.87 
W2 10287.35 Preserved 1.34 1.51 101.23 
W3 10290.50 Preserved 1.51 1.46 103.98 
W4 10298.50 Preserved 1.59 1.48 112.63 
 
3.1.2  Physical Properties of Middle Bakken Plugs  
Basic reservoir rock properties of the eight cleaned adjacent Middle Bakken plugs were 
measured by Weatherford Labs (Table 3.2). The measur d physical properties, such as porosity 
permeability, and saturations, of the Middle Bakken plugs will be later used in Looyestijn and 
Hofman (2005) NMR forward model to determine the wettability indices. The air permeability of 
the given plugs was measured at Weatherford Labs using Frank Jones measurement system 
based on the Boyle’s Law approach. It varies from 0.3 to 88 μD at ambient conditions as shown 
in Table 3.2. The connected porosity of the plugs varies from 2.91% to 10.26%. The average 
grain density of the given plugs is 2.71 g/cc. The in-situ water and oil saturation were measured 
using the Dean-Stark method at Weatherford Labs. The initial water saturation varies from 
7.32% to 40.30%, and oil saturation changes between 23.71% and 52.38% as presented in Table 
3.2. The remaining saturation is assumed to be gas/air in given plugs, however, there is potential 
that not all in-situ liquids were removed, so it is a sumed that the water and oil saturations are 
lower limits, while gas saturation is an upper limit.  
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HW1 Cleaned 0.30 2.91 2.72 36.96 35.87 
HW2 Cleaned 38.00 10.26 2.70 19.06 52.38 
HW3 Cleaned 0.90 3.10 2.70 15.50 50.63 
HW4 Cleaned 88.00 4.09 2.73 7.32 41.99 
WW1 Cleaned 1.80 3.36 2.71 40.30 23.71 
WW2 Cleaned 1.70 3.13 2.71 16.40 34.40 
WW3 Cleaned 6.00 8.03 2.71 29.6 37.9 
WW4 Cleaned 4.20 7.86 2.72 35.6 39.2 
 
3.1.3  Mineralogical Content of Middle Bakken Plugs  
Mineralogical content of the Middle Bakken (MB) plugs is obtained from XRD at 
Weatherford Labs. Table 3.3 represents weight percent of minerals of the given plugs. The given 
MB plugs are silicates and carbonates dominated. H3, H4, W1, and W2 plugs are mainly 
carbonate (calcite and dolomite) dominated, however, H1, H2, W3, W4 plugs are mainly silicate 
(quartz and K-spar) dominated. Average clay content is 7%. All the given plugs contain 
paramagnetic iron-bearing minerals, such as pyrite. Th  pyrite weight percent of the plugs varies 
from 1 to 4%.  “Tr” defines the weight percent less than 0.5%.  
 
Table 3.3   Mineralogical (weight %) content of adjacent cleaned Middle Bakken plugs from      
































































HW1 Tr Tr 9 2 12 34 0 Tr 31 5 5 2 0 
HW2 1 Tr 9 Tr 6 19 0 Tr 46 11 7 1 0 
HW3 Tr Tr 4 1 60 7 0 Tr 21 3 4 Tr 0 
HW4 Tr Tr 3 1 34 16 0 Tr 36 3 3 4 0 
WW1 Tr Tr 2 2 60 9 0 Tr 22 2 1 2 0 
WW2 Tr Tr 1 1 82 4 0 Tr 8 1 2 1 Tr 
WW3 Tr Tr 6 2 12 14 0 Tr 39 20 7 Tr 0 
WW4 1 Tr 11 1 7 0 18 Tr 44 8 8 1 1 
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3.1.4  Physical Properties of Middle Bakken Fluids  
In the addition to reservoir rock properties, the Middle Bakken produced fluid properties 
were measured in the laboratory at ambient pressure and temperature conditions at CSM (Tsau, 
2013) as shown in Table 3.4. The density of oil and brine are 0.82 g/cc and 1.12 g/cc, 
respectively. The viscosity of oil and brine are 2.46 cp and 1.10 cp, respectively. The interfacial 
tension (IFT) is 5.1 mN/m. The Middle Bakken produced fluid properties are not used in the 
wettability indices estimations, instead, they are p sented for observation. The produced fluid 
properties were measured at ambient condition becaus  ll NMR measurements were conducted 
at ambient conditions.        









Oil 0.82 2.46 
Brine 1.12 1.10 
 
3.2  Methods 
This laboratory study includes the NMR T2 relaxation measurements on preserved and 
cleaned brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs, and bulk formation fluids. The NMR acquisition 
parameters, background correction and Lexus inversion process are discussed in this chapter. 
Additionally, the saturation procedure is briefly described.  
 
3.2.1  Saturation Procedure    
Six cleaned Middle Bakken plugs were fully saturated with formation brine under the 
pressure. Formation brine was vacuumed in a desiccator for 2 hours. The given cleaned MB 
plugs were also vacuumed in the desiccator for 10 hours. Afterwards, vacuumed formation brine 
was poured into the vacuum chamber with plugs and vacuumed for 3 hours.  The vacuumed MB 
plugs and formation brine were placed into saturation vessel and pressurized to 1500 psi.  After 
reaching 1500 pressure, the given plugs were left in the saturation vessel under the 1500 psi for 
14 days. The change in volume of distilled water in Isco pump was measured during the 
saturation. When the volume of water in Isco pump stopped changing, it was assumed that the 
plugs were completely saturated.  
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the change in volume of distilled water in Isco pump. From the Figure 
3.1, it can be seen that after pressure reached 1500 psi within the first 2 hours, and the volume in 
the Isco pump decreased from 80.00 ml to 54.98 ml. Volume of water in the pump dropped to 
54.21 ml within 6 days.  After 11 days, the volume in the pump was 54.19 ml, and stayed 
constant for the following 4 days. Thus, the MB plugs were assumed to be fully saturated. The 
detailed saturation procedure is discussed in Appendix A.  
 
Figure 3.1   The change in volume of water in Isco pump as a function of time. 
 
3.2.2  NMR T2 Relaxation Measurements 
NMR T2 relaxation data are collected with 2.0 MHz Magritek NMR Rock Core Analyzer 
using the CPMG pulse sequence at ambient pressure and temperature conditions. The 
measurements were done at ambient pressure and temperature conditions. The NMR T2 
relaxation measurements were done on Middle Bakken plugs rubbed into the plastic. 
Consequently, the background T2 measurements were made on 1.5in probe with plastic rub 
inside. The NMR acquisition parameters, background correction and Lexus inversion are 
discussed in the following sections. 
 
3.2.3  NMR T2 Acquisition Parameters 
The NMR acquisition parameters were carefully select d to ensure that the measured signal 
decayed to zero and acquire high signal-to-noise ratio. Table 3.5 presents the acquisition 
parameters for Middle Bakken preserved and saturated plugs. Thirty two data points were 

















used for preserved and saturated plugs. Data was collected at echo time of 200 μs with the 
damping time and pulse length of 20 μs. To acquire high signal-to-noise ratio, 256-512 numbers 
of scans were used. The total repetition time was 5000 ms. 
Table 3.5   NMR T2 Acquisition Parameters for Middle Bakken Plugs 
90 Amplitude -13 dB 
180 Amplitude -7 dB 
Acquisition Time 0.032 ms 
B1 Frequency  2.0065 MHZ 
Damping Time 20 µs 
Echo Shift 12 µs 
Echo Time 200 µs 
Number of Echoes 3000   
Number of Points 32   
Number of Scans 256   
Pulse Length 20 µs 
Repetition Time 5000 ms 
 
Table 3.6 presents the acquisition parameters for Middle Bakken formation brine. Thirty two 
data points were acquired at each echo. Ten thousands total numbers of echoes were used for 
preserved and saturated plugs. Data was collected at cho time of 200 μs with the damping time 
and pulse length of 20 μs. Thirty two numbers of scans were used to acquire high signal-to-noise 
ratio. The total repetition time was 5000 ms. 
 
Table 3.6   NMR T2 Acquisition Parameters for Middle Bakken Brine 
90 Amplitude -13 dB 
180 Amplitude -7 dB 
Acquisition Time 0.032 ms 
B1 Frequency  2.0065 MHZ 
Damping Time 20 µs 
Echo Shift 12 µs 
Echo Time 200 µs 
Number of Echoes 10000   
Number of Points 32   
Number of Scans 32   
Pulse Length 20 µs 
Repetition Time 5000 ms 
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Table 3.7 presents the acquisition parameters for Middle Bakken formation oil. Thirty two 
data points were acquired at each echo. Sixty thousands total numbers of echoes were used for 
preserved and saturated plugs. Data was collected at cho time of 200 μs with the damping time 
and pulse length of 20 μs. Thirty two numbers of scans were used to acquire high signal-to-noise 
ratio. The total repetition time was 16000 ms. 
 
Table 3.7   NMR T2 Acquisition Parameters for Middle Bakken Oil 
90 Amplitude -13 dB 
180 Amplitude -7 dB 
Acquisition Time 0.032 ms 
B1 Frequency  2.0065 MHZ 
Damping Time 20 µs 
Echo Shift 12 µs 
Echo Time 200 µs 
Number of Echoes 60000   
Number of Points 32   
Number of Scans 32   
Pulse Length 20 µs 
Repetition Time 16000 ms 
 
 
3.2.4  Background Correction of Raw Echo-Train Data 
T2 CPMG relaxation measurements were run on 8 preservd and 6 cleaned brine saturated 
Middle Bakken plugs using the acquisition parameters provided in Section 3.2.3. In addition, the 
T2 relaxation measurement of the background was done. Background measurements were run to 
correct raw data to the noise. Subsequently, the background data was subtracted from the 
acquired raw data to remove the effect of noise. As an illustration, Figure 3.2 shows the echo-
trains or echo amplitude as a function of echo time for original raw data, background, and 
corrected raw data of H1 plug. Thus, if background will not be removed, then the echo 
amplitudes will be overestimated, therefore, the calcul ted NMR porosity and permeability will 
be overestimated as well.  The original and corrected raw data of other Middle Bakken plugs are 




Figure 3.2   Illustration of original, background, and corrected echo trains of the H1 plug. 
 
3.2.5  Signal-to-Noise Ratio of NMR Data  
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values of the NMR echo-trains of preserved and cleaned 
adjacent bine saturated plugs were calculated before and after background corrections. The 
higher SNR value the better quality raw data is acquired. The default SNR value is 200. 
However, signal-to-noise ratio above 100 is taken as an indication of high quality data in this 
study. Table 3.8 represents the SNR values of NMR raw data of preserved and cleaned adjacent 
brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs before and after background subtraction. The SNR of the 
preserved plugs before background correction varies b tween 82.8 and 321.8. Background 
correction reduces the SNR values. This can be explained by subtraction of background (noise) 
echo amplitude from the echo amplitude of the actual plug, thus, the corrected signal will be 
lower than the original. The SNR of the preserved plugs after background correction varies 
between 61 and 302.  In addition, the SNR of cleaned brine saturated plugs was calculated as 
shown in the Table 3.8. SNR of saturated plugs before and after background correction varies 
between 187.6 and 479.3, 170 and 476, respectively. The calculated signal-to-noise ratio values 
of the cleaned brine saturated plugs are higher than e ones of preserved plugs. This can be 
explained by the presence of gas in the preserved plugs.    
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Table 3.8   SNR values of NMR echo-trains of preserved and cleaned adjacent brine saturated 
Middle Bakken plugs before and after background correction 
Core 
ID 
State SNR Before  
Background Correction 
SNR After  
Background Correction 
H1 Preserved 173.4 156 
H2 Preserved 321.8 302 
H3 Preserved 266.4 247 
H4 Preserved 135.5 119 
W1 Preserved 82.8 61 
W2 Preserved 83.8 63 
W3 Preserved 250.8 234 
W4 Preserved 225.8 210 
HW1 Saturated 187.6 170 
HW3 Saturated 194.5 178 
WW1 Saturated 212.6 194 
WW2 Saturated 196.1 180 
WW3 Saturated 471.3 452 
WW4 Saturated 479.3 456 
 
3.2.6  Lexus Inversion Method 
The next step was to calculate T2 relaxation distribution from the acquired raw data using 
the stabilized inversion method. The inversion method used in this study was “Lexus” inversion. 
It is the modified version of the Butler-Reid-Dawson method (Butler et al., 1981). This technique 
has the advantage of providing logarithmic binning on data points which allows very short and 
long relaxation times to be equally well extracted. Typically, 50-200 data points are sufficient for 
the analysis.  
The Lexus inversion requires the following input parameters: smoothing weight parameter, 
relaxation step, minimum and maximum T2 relaxation time. The essential element in Lexus 
inversion is smoothing weight parameter. The larger w ight values result in broader peaks. The 
weight parameter is adjusted until a valid solution s produced. The validation of inverted T2
relaxation distribution is done based on total porosity calibration. The total porosity is the 
integrated area under the T2 curve. Thus, the weight parameter is adjusted until the calculated 
NMR total porosity is equal or more than the connected laboratory porosity. Figure 3.3 illustrates 
the inverted T2 distributions before and after background removal for H1 plug. The weight 




Figure 3.3   Illustration of inverted T2 relaxation distributions before and after background 
removal for H1 plug. 
 
3.2.7  Sensitivity Analysis of Lexus Inversion Parameter 
Inversion smoothing weight parameter has been adjusted until the valid T2 distribution was 
acquired. Valid solution is based on assumption that t e calculated NMR total porosity 
(integrated area under T2 curve) has to be more or equal to the connected helium porosity 
measured in the laboratory due to the presence of clay-bound water. As an illustration, Figure 3.4 
shows T2 distributions of the HW1 plug as function of smoothing weight parameter.  
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Total NMR porosity of the T2 distributions illustrated in the Figure 3.4 was calculated by 
simply integrating the area under the T2 curve and correcting to the bulk saturated fluid. As a 
result, calculated total NMR porosity was changing as a function of smoothing weight parameter. 
NMR porosity decreased as weight parameter increased. Figure 3.5 illustrates the calculated total 
NMR porosity as a function of weight parameter compared with connected helium porosity. The 
valid T2 distribution was selected at weight parameter equal to 1.0, because calculated total NMR 
porosity is larger than the connected effective porosity, and is considered to be the upper limit.  
The sensitivity analysis of the inversion parameter of T2 distributions of other samples are 
presented in Appendix C. 
 





























INTERPRETATION OF NMR T2 RELAXATION DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
NMR T2 relaxation data for saturated and preserved plugs, and bulk fluids, were collected 
using the acquisition parameter given in the Section 3.2. The Lexus inversion was used to 
recover T2 distributions from the raw data. The interpretation of NMR T2 relaxation distributions 
are presented in the following sections. The evaluation of T2 distributions includes the 
interpretation of the T2 distributions, logarithmic T2mean values as a function of mineralogy, total 
NMR porosity estimations, analysis of total clay-bound water, bound water and movable fluid, 
free Timur-Coates permeability estimations, and derived pore size distributions from T2 
relaxation times. Additionally, the summary of the most significant assumption made in this 
study is provided.  
    
4.1  Underlying Assumption to Save Time  
The underlying assumption to save time and cost in this study is that the core properties, 
such as helium porosity, air permeability, Dean Stark saturation, mineralogy, etc., measured in 
cleaned adjacent Middle Bakken plugs are representative of the core properties of the preserved 
Middle Bakken plugs. Cleaned Middle Bakken plugs adjacent to the preserved plugs were 
chosen by a geologist with expertise in Middle Bakken geostratigraphy and properties. To 
determine the NMR wetatbility indices of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs, NMR T2 
relaxation measurements were made on preserved plugs and fully brine saturated cleaned 
adjacent Middle Bakken plugs. The desaturation and saturation of the eight preserved Middle 
Bakken plugs could take us several months using the centrifuge. However, the saturation of the 
cleaned adjacent plugs with brine took us two weeks. Thus, using the cleaned adjacent plugs 
saved significant amount of time. In addition, the core properties from routine core analysis were 
measured in cleaned adjacent plugs and assumed to be representative of the preserved plugs, 
thus, the preserved state of the plugs was not changes, therefore, the preserved plugs still can be 
used for other laboratory measurements. This approach s ved crucial amount of time and money 





4.2  Interpretation of T2 Distributions  
Inverted T2 distributions of the preserved plugs, brine saturated adjacent plugs, and bulk 
formation brine and oil were qualitatively evaluated. T2 relaxation distributions of the preserved 
and fully brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs were qualitatively interpreted based on the 
grouping of T2 distributions according to the volume of clay, carbonate and silicates. The 
distributions of bulk produced brine and oil were analyzed and compared to the distilled water.  
 
4.2.1  T2 Distributions of the Cleaned Saturated Middle Bakken Plugs     
T2 distributions of the adjacent cleaned fully brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs were first 
interpreted to understand the complexity of T2 distributions of the preserved plugs saturated with
oil and brine.  T2 distributions of the preserved and brine saturated djacent Middle Bakken plugs 
were grouped by clay content as shown in Figure 4.1. The aim of this evaluation is to illustrate 
the variation in the shape of T2 distributions depending on the weight percent of clay content.  
The given plugs were grouped into relatively high and low clay content subgroups. The HW1, 
HW2, WW3, WW4 plugs have the weight percentage of clay between 8-13%, and the HW3, 
HW4, WW1, and WW2 have the clay content between 2-5% as shown in the Figure 4.1. The 
given plugs with high clay content are mainly silicate, mainly quartz and K-spar, dominated, and 
the plugs with low clay content are carbonate, mainly calcite and dolomite, dominated. Thus, T2 
distributions of the adjacent cleaned plugs were plotted according to the mineral composition.  
 
Figure 4.1   Mineralogical content from XRD. Grouping the given adjacent cleaned plugs into 






























Low clay content High clay content 
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Figures 4.2 and Figure 4.3 illustrate the T2 distributions of the adjacent cleaned brine 
saturated plugs with relatively high and low clay contents, respectively. The effect of clay on T2 
distributions has been extensively studied in the literature. It has been found that T2 relaxation 
time below 3 ms represents the clay-bound water (Coates et al., 1997). The minimum limit of the 
NMR equipment reading is 0.1ms because the minimum echo time of the 1.5in NMR probe is 
100 μsec. The red dashed lines in the Figure 4.2 illustrate the equipment limitation and the cutoff 
values for clay bound water. T2 distributions of HW1, WW3, and WW4 plugs with high clay 
content exhibit the high amplitudes as shown in the Figure 4.2. The amplitude varies between 
0.07 and 0.18 μV. However, T2 distributions of WW1, WW2, and HW3 with low clay content 
show relatively low amplitudes which varies between 0.05 and 0.07 μV as depicted in the Figure 
4.3. The amplitude variation of the relaxation times below 3ms can be explained by the weight 
percentage of clay and corresponding volume of claybound water. In addition, T2 distributions 
of the fully brine saturated plugs are also representative of pore size distributions. They were 
used to determine the pore size distributions of the given plugs using the surface relaxivity 
values of each mineral constituent.  Overall, T2 relaxation times of the adjacent cleaned saturated 
plugs below 20 ms, but in the low content samples (Figure 4.3) the later peaks are observed. This 
might be explained by clays being pore filings in small pores, and presence of higher free fluid 
content or potential gas in the larger pores.  
 
 




























Figure 4.3   T2 distribution of the saturated cleaned adjacent plugs with low clay content. 
 
4.2.2  T2 Distributions of the Preserved Middle Bakken Plugs    
T2 distributions of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs were grouped by clay content. The 
aim of this evaluation is to illustrate the variation in the shape of T2 distributions depending on 
the weight percentage of clay content.  The given plugs were grouped into two high and low clay 
content subgroups.  The H1, H2, W3, W4 plugs have the weight percentage of clay between 8-
13%, and the H3, H4, W1, and W2 have the clay content b tween 2-5%. In addition, the given 
plugs with high clay content are mainly silicate dominated, and the plugs with low clay content 
are carbonate dominated. Thus, T2 distributions of the preserved plugs were plotted according to 
the mineral composition.  
Figure 4.4 illustrates the T2 distributions of the preserved plugs with high clay content. The 
effect of clay on T2 distributions has been extensively studied in the li erature. It has been found 
that T2 relaxation time below 3 ms represents the clay-bound water (Coates et al., 1997). The red 
dashed lines in the Figure 4.4 illustrate the equipment limitation and cutoff value for clay-bound 
water which are 0.1 ms and 3 ms, respectively. From the Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the first 
peak falls between 0.1 and 3ms. Thus, the integrated r a under the first peak of T2 distributions 
is the volume of clay bound water. In addition, theamplitude of the first peaks varies between 
0.04 and 0.09 for the given plugs with high clay content. The calculated volume of clay bound 


























Figure 4.4   T2 distribution of the preserved plugs with high clay content. 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the T2 distribution of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs with low clay 
content. The weight percentage of these plugs varies between 2-4%. The relaxation time below 
3ms represents the clay-bound water, however, in these plugs; the amplitude of first peaks varies 
between 0.01 and 0.03 (Coates et al., 1997). This can be explained with relatively low clay 
content and corresponding low volume of clay-bound water.  
 




















































Overall, T2 relaxation times of the given preserved plugs show bimodal distributions. T2 
distributions of W3, W4, H1, and H2 plugs show distinctive first peaks with high amplitude 
values. This is due to the high clay content and associated clay bound water. However, the 
amplitude of the first peaks of T2 distributions of W1, W2, H3, and H4 plugs is relatively low 
likely due to the lower clay-bound water based on low clay content from XRD. 
 
4.2.3  T2 Distributions of the Bulk Middle Bakken Fluids    
The bulk T2 relaxation times of Middle Bakken produced brine ad oil were collected using 
the acquisition parameter given in the Section 3.2.3. The assumption was made that the produced 
brine from single well is the representative of formation fluid. In addition, bulk T2 relaxation 
times of distilled water were acquired to compare to the signal of bulk formation brine. Figure 
4.6 illustrates the bulk T2 relaxation distributions of produced brine, oil, and distilled water. 
Produced brine experiences short relaxation rimes in contrast to formation oil. The peak 
amplitudes of the bulk produced fluids are 163 ms and 1000 ms for brine and oil, respectively. 
The peak amplitude of the distilled water is 2.3 s. The peak amplitude of produced brine is 
significantly lower than the amplitude of distilled water. This discrepancy can be explained by 
the presence of dissolve paramagnetic ions in the produced brine solution. The relaxation time of 
bulk fluid decreases linearly with increasing the con entration of paramagnetic iron ions in the 
solutions (Bryar et al., 2000).  
Bulk relaxation times of produced oil and brine were used to calculate the surface relaxivity 
ratio of oil and brine to determine which is later used in NMR wettability index calculations. To 
experimentally determine the surface relaxivity of the brine, the bulk relaxation times of the 
brine and fully brine saturated sample are required. The surface relaxivity of produced brine is 
the difference between T2 relaxation times of the peak of bulk poduced brine a d fully brine 
saturated samples. Since T2 relaxation distributions of the fully oil saturated samples were not 
obtained, the surface relaxivity of produced oil was assumed to be 3 times lower than surface 




Figure 4.6   T2 distributions of bulk produced oil and brine, and distilled water. 
 
4.2.4  Comparison of T2 Distributions of Preserved and Adjacent Cleaned Saturated Plugs    
T2 distributions of preserved and cleaned adjacent bri e saturated Middle Bakken plugs 
were compared to provide the evidence for the assumption of the adjacent cleaned samples being 
representative of the preserved samples as illustrated in Figure 4.7. The total NMR signal of the 
saturated plugs is higher than the one of preserved samples. This can be explained by partial 
saturation of the preserved plugs. The total liquid saturation of the preserved plugs is less than 
1.0 which is attributed to the presence of the gas.T2 distributions of preserved and saturated W1 
and W2 overlap each other; the only difference is the amplitude range which is due to the total 
liquid saturation of the preserved plugs (Figure 4.7). However, T2 distributions of the preserved 
and saturated H1, H3, W3, and W4 overlap, but the T2 distributions range of the preserved plugs 
is greater than the T2 relaxation range of cleaned brine saturated plugs. The shift in the 
distributions of the preserved and saturated plugs mi ht be explained by the wettability alteration 
or fluid saturation. Since the adjacent Middle Bakken plugs were cleaned and over dried 
(Weatherford Labs), this likely changes the wetting state of the adjacent plug to preferentially 



























Figure 4.7   Comparison of T2 distributions of preserved and adjacent cleaned brine saturated 
Middle Bakken plugs. 
 
4.3  Total NMR Porosity Estimations  
The total NMR porosity of the adjacent cleaned brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs was 
calculated and compared with measured helium connected porosity to validate the inverted T2
relaxation distributions. The total NMR porosity was calculated by integration of the area under 
the T2 distribution curve and calibration with the T2 distribution of bulk fluid. The total NMR 
porosity of the fully brine saturated adjacent plugs was determined. It was assumed to be more or 
equal to the helium connected porosity measured at Weatherford Labs at ambient conditions. The 
assumption is based on the presence of clay-bound water (CBW) in the given plugs which will 
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increase the total porosity. However, the helium connected porosity is assumed not to include the 
porosity associated with CBW.  
Figure 4.8 illustrates the comparison of the total NMR porosity and helium connected 
porosity of the completely brine saturated adjacent Middle Bakken plugs. The helium connected 
porosity is less than the total NMR porosity which supports the aforementioned assumption. In 
average, the calculated total NMR porosity is greater than the measured helium porosity. This 
can be explained by the presence of the clay in the giv n plugs. Discrepancy between the 
calculated and measured porosities will increase with increasing the clay-bound water as shown 
in Figure 4.9.   
 
Figure 4.8   Comparison of total NMR and helium connected porosities of the cleaned brine 
saturated Middle Bakken plugs. 
 
The difference between the calculated total NMR porosity and measured helium connected 
porosity was calculated. The difference between porosities was plotted as a function of volume 
percent of clay-bound water as depicted in the Figure 4.9. It has been found that the difference 
between porosities linearly increases with increasing the volume percent of clay-bound water. 
Thus, it has been concluded that the discrepancy between the calculated and measured porosities 






















Figure 4.9   The difference between total NMR porosity and helium connected porosity as a 
function of volume percent of clay-bound water. 
 
The calculated total NMR porosity was plotted as a function of measured helium connected 
porosity to find the relationship and average overestimation error as depicted in the Figure 4.10. 
It has been found that there is the linear correlation between total NMR and helium connected 
porosities with the R2 value of 0.99. The trend line equation has the slope f 1.25 which 
represents the total NMR porosity overestimates the measured helium porosity by 25%.    
 
Figure 4.10   The relationship between total NMR and helium connected porosities of the fully 
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    In addition, the NMR liquid saturated porosity of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs was 
estimated.  NMR liquid saturated porosity is defined as a porosity of the sample saturated with 
liquid and gas. NMR saturated porosity does not include the gas due its lower density and no 
NMR signal of the gas under ambient conditions. Theint grated area under the T2 distribution 
curved of the given preserved plugs was calibrated with the T2 distribution of bulk formation 
brine and oil, and Dean Stark saturation. Since the preserved plugs are not completely liquid 
saturated, and total liquid saturation is less than 1.0, therefore, the NMR liquid saturated porosity 
was expected to be less than the helium connected porosity measured in the cleaned plugs. 
Figure 4.11 illustrates the comparison of the calcul ted NMR liquid-saturated porosity of the 
preserved Middle Bakken plugs and measured helium connected porosities of the given adjacent 
cleaned plugs. As a result, the total NMR liquid satur ted porosity of the preserved plugs is less 
than the helium connected porosity of the cleaned plugs due to the presence of gas in preserved 
plugs. To find the relationship between the calculated liquid-saturated and measured connected 
porosities of the preserved plugs, NMR liquid-saturted porosity was plotted against helium 
connected porosity as depicted in the Figure 4.12. It has been found that there is a linear trend 
between calculated and measured porosities with the R2 value of 0.93. The trend line equation 
has the slope of 0.73 which shows that the NMR liquid-saturated porosity is less than the helium 
connected porosity in average by 27%. In average, th  underestimation percent of 27% is 
matching the average Dean Stark gas or air saturation of the plugs.  
 
Figure 4.11   Comparison of calculated NMR liquid-saturated of the preserved Middle Bakken 



















Figure 4.12   The relationship between calculated NMR liquid-saturated of the preserved plugs 
and measured helium connected porosities of the adjacent cleaned plugs. 
 
4.4  Interpretation of Total Clay-Bound Water, Bound Fluid, Free Fluid 
The clay-bound water, bound fluid, and free fluid were estimated from NMR T2 relaxation 
distributions to understand the fluid distribution in the pores and to determine the C coefficient in 
Coates et al. (1981) free fluid permeability model. The clay-bound water of completely brine 
saturated adjacent Middle Bakken plugs was calculated by integration of the area under the T2 
curve below 3ms (Coates et al., 1997). To determine the capillary bound fluid T2 cutoff values 
were used to distinguish the bound and movable fluids. A T2 cutoff of 33 ms is normally used for 
sandstones and based on a combination of field experi nc  and extensive laboratory data (Straley 
et al., 1995). T2 cutoff for carbonates are more variable and, on average, larger than those of 
sandstones; typical value is 93 ms (Chang et al., 1997). Thus, T2 cutoff values of 33 and 93 ms 
were used for silicate and carbonate rich plugs, repectively. The volume of free or movable 
fluid was calculated by simply integration the area under the T2 curve above T2 cutoff for bound 
fluid.    
As an illustration, Figure 4.13 shows T2 cutoff values of 3ms and 33ms for clay-bound water 
and bound fluid of adjacent cleaned brine saturated WW3 plug, respectively. T2 cutoff value of 
33ms was selected, because WW3 plugs is mainly quartz dominated. The clay-bound water, 
bound fluid, free fluid were calculated by integration of the area under the T2 curve using the 

































Figure 4.13   T2 cutoff values for clay-bound water (CBW), capillary bound fluid (CBF) of the 
adjacent cleaned brine saturated WW3 plugs. 
 
First of all, percentage of clay-bound water of fully brine saturated adjacent plugs was 
calculated. The volume percent of clay-bound water of the adjacent cleaned brine saturated plugs 
was plotted as a function of volume percent of clay as depicted in the Figure 4.14. It can be seen 
that CBW linearly increases with increasing the amount of clay present in the given plugs.  
 
Figure 4.14   Volume percent of clay-bound water as a function of volume percent of clay of the 
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After estimations of clay-bound water, the volume of capillary bound fluid in the given 
plugs was determined using aforementioned T2 cutoff values. Following by bound fluid, the 
volume of free or movable fluid was calculated by simply integration the area under the T2 curve 
above T2 cutoff.   
Figure 4.15 illustrates the volume percentage of clay-bound water (CBW), capillary bound 
fluid, and free fluid of the brine saturated adjacent Middle Bakken plugs. The clay-bound water 
varies between 1.28-6.08% depending on the amount of clay and water saturation. The WW3, 
WW4, and HW1 plugs have high volume of clay-bound water values of 3 - 6.08% due to the 
high clay content. On the contrary, HW3, WW1, and WW2 plugs with relatively low clay 
content have low volume percentage of clay bound water in the range of 1.28 - 2.86%.   
 
Figure 4.15   Clay-bound water, capillary bound fluid and free fluid estimations of the adjacent 
cleaned brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs. 
 
The volume percentage of capillary bound fluid of the given plugs varies between 0.81 – 
4.80% as depicted in the Figure 4.15. The volume percentage of free fluid is low in comparison 
to the clay-bound water and bound fluid.  It varies between 0.03-0.1%. The volume percent of 
clay-bound water and bound fluid in the WW3 and WW4 plugs are significantly high in 
comparison to other plugs. This is because of high porosity values of the WW3 and WW4 plugs 
which are 8.03% and 7.86%, respectively. Overall, clay-bound water and capillary bound fluid 
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which is in the magnitude of micro- Darcy’s. Thus, the small pores are mainly present in the 
plugs that explain the presence of large volume of capillary bound fluid.     
 
4.5  Free Fluid Permeability Model  
Coates et al. (1981) has developed the simple model t  stimate the permeability from 






where φ is the connected porosity, BVI and FFI are bound fluid (capillary and clay bound fluids) 
and free fluid volume indices (Section 4.4). The cofficient C is a constant that depends on the 
formation type (Coates et al., 1981).   
The measured permeability of the given Middle Bakken plugs was used to determine the 
range of C coefficient for Middle Bakken plugs. The calculated volumes of bound fluid and free 
fluid (Figure 4.15), as well as measured helium connected porosity and permeability to air at 
ambient conditions were used as the input parameters in Free Fluid Coates model to determine 
the C coefficient for the given plugs as shown in Table 4.1.    
 
Table 4.1   The input and output properties of Free Fluid Coates model 
Core 
ID 
BVI, % FFI, % FFI/BVI 
Helium Connected 
Porosity at Amb. 
Cond., fraction 
Permeability to 
Air at Amb. 
Cond., μD 
C 
HW1 3.809 0.033 0.009 0.0291 0.3 0.116 
HW3 3.609 0.033 0.009 0.0310 0.9 0.097 
WW1 4.543 0.060 0.013 0.0336 1.8 0.105 
WW2 3.575 0.091 0.026 0.0313 1.7 0.139 
WW3 9.758 0.093 0.010 0.0803 6.0 0.158 
WW4 9.828 0.098 0.010 0.0786 4.2 0.174 
 
Thus, by plugging in the ratio of free fluid and bound volume indices, helium connected 
porosity, and permeability to air from the Table 4.1 into Equation 4.1, the C coefficient was 
calculated. T2 distributions were made under ambient temperature and pressure conditions; 
therefore, the estimated NMR bound fluid, free fluid and permeability will higher than the ones 
at reservoir conditions. The estimated range of C coefficient is between 0.097 and 0.174. The 
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average C coefficient for Middle Bakken plugs is 0.14. The estimated C coefficient will be later 
used in NMR permeability calculations after the correcting T2 distributions to the pyrite effect.   
 
4.6  Pore Size Distribution 
Pore size distribution was derived from T2 distribution of adjacent cleaned fully brine 
saturated Middle Bakken plugs. It was used in NMR forward model (Looyestijn and Hofman, 
2005) to model the microscopic distribution of wetting state as a function of pore size. The 
conventional method to compute pore size distribution is from mercury injection measurements. 
However, due to the unavailability of mercury injection data, pore size distribution were derived 
from T2 relaxation distributions of fully brine saturated plugs.  The T2 cutoff values are used to 
separate bound fluid in the small pores from movable fluid in larger pores. This concept is based 
on the relationship between pore surface-to-volume ratio (S/V), effective surface relaxivity (ρe), 
and relaxation time (T2) (Coates et al., 1999):  
1




To convert T2 relaxation times into pore size distributions, thecylindrical tube has to be 
assumed, therefore, the S/V ratio will be equal to 2/r (Marschall et al., 1995). As result, T2
relaxation time can be expressed as a function of pore radius:  
;   10002  
(4.3) 
where T2 is in msec, r is the pore radius in microns, and ρ is the surface relaxivity in μm/sec.  
The surface relaxivity of the rocks is extensively studied in the literature. There are a lot of 
published data available in the literature on surface relaxivities of individual minerals and 
different mixtures of minerals. Marschall et al. (1995) has extensively studied surface relaxivities 
of different rock types. It has been found that the range of surface relaxivities of clean sandstones 
is 6.4 – 23.0 µm/s, shaly sandstones is 7.9 – 25.0 µm/s, limestone is 1.0 – 3.2 µm/s, and dolomite 
is 4.6 – 5.4 µm/s (Marschall et al., 1995). In addition, the range of surface relaxivity values of 
pyrite and quartz mixtures is 1.2 – 1.8 µm/s (Keating and Knight, 2010). The range of surface 
relaxivity values of the individual pyrite minerals is not available in the literature. The average 





Table 4.2   Average surface relaxivity values of different rock types (Marschall et al., 1995, 
Keating et al., 2010) 
Rock Type Average Surface 
Relaxivity, µm/s 
Clean Sandstone 15.7 
Shaly Sandstone 16.45 
Dolomite 5 
Limestone 2.1 
Pyrite and Quartz Mixture 1.5 
 
To calculate total average surface relaxivity of each brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs the 
following relationship was used:  
%AX%  B> · DB> @ >#N · D>#N @ Z$B · !D$B @ D>[' @ 
@E[A#3%\]=A3. · !DE[A#3% @ D]=A3.' 
(4.4) 
      The average surface relaxivity values from the Table 4.2 and volume percent of each mineral 
and mineral mixture, such as pyrite and quartz, siderite and quartz, and clay and quartz, were 
plugged into Equation 4.4 to determine the total aver ge surface relaxivity of the given plugs as 
shown in the Table 4.3. The surface relaxivity values of the brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs 
vary between 4.29 – 14.27 µm/s. HW3, WW1, and WW2 plugs have relatively low surface 
relaxivity values in the range of 4.29 – 7.54 µm/s. This can be explained with the high weight 
percentage of the carbonate minerals. The carbonate min rals exhibit lower surface relaxivity 
than the silicate minerals. However, the silicate rich plugs HW1, WW3, and WW4 exhibit high 
surface relaxivity values in the range of 11.44 – 14.27 µm/s.  
The limitation of this approach is the surface relaxivities of the pyrite and quartz, clay and 
quartz mixtures. In fact, the measured surface relaxivity values of the individual minerals have to 
be used in Equation 4.4 and volume fraction of the corresponding minerals. The surface 
relaxivity values of the individual pyrite mineral re supposed to be significantly high, but 
unfortunately, no published data are available in the literature. Using the low surface relaxivity 
value of pyrite and quartz mixture in Equation 4.4 gives the relatively low average surface 
relaxivity values which might results in overestimation of the pore radius. Since mercury 
injection data and surface relaxivity values of allindividual minerals are not available, 
application of this approach might give us the approximate pore size distribution that can be used 
later to compute wetting state distribution as a function of pore size.  
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Calculated average surface relaxivity values and T2 relaxation times of the given brine 
saturated Middle Bakken plugs were input into Equation 4.3 to determine the pore size 
distributions. Figure 4.16 illustrates the calculated pore size distributions of the given Middle 
Bakken plugs from T2 relaxation times.  According to the IUPAC pore size classification, 
micropores have the pore radius less than 0.001 microns, mesopores between 0.001 and 0.025 
microns, and macropores greater than 0.025 microns. Thus, mesopores and macropores are 
mainly dominated in the Middle Bakken plugs as depicted in the Figure 4.16.   
 
 
Figure 4.16   Pore size distributions of cleaned adjacent brine saturated the Middle Bakken plugs 




QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF WETTABILITY    
USING THE NMR FORWARD MODELING 
 
Wettability interpretation from NMR relaxation measurements has been extensively studied 
in the literature. Brown and Fatt (1956) have been among the first to study the relationship 
between wettability and NMR relaxation measurements. Zhang et al. (2000) has qualitatively 
interpreted wettability of the sandstone using the T1 relaxation measurements. His laboratory 
study involved the longitudinal relaxation measurements on samples at 100% brine saturation, 
irreducible brine saturation, residual oil saturation using the D2O brine diffusion to separate the 
oil and water signals and qualitatively evaluate th wetting state of the sample. To qualitatively 
evaluate the wettability of the rock, the comparison of T1 or T2 distributions of partially saturated 
rock and bulk oil is required. If the oil in rock has shorter signal than the bulk oil, which the rock 
is mixed wet (Freedman and Heaton, 2004).  
Freedman et al. (2003) have developed the model to compute the diffusion-free oil and brine 
T2 distributions in partially saturated rocks. His model was used to verify that the wettability can 
be determined from NMR. Freedman et al. (2003) model requires NMR T2 relaxation 
measurements of the partially saturated rock, at irreducible water saturation, and at residual oil 
saturation. Fleury and Deflandre (2003) developed novel quantitative method to determine the 
wettability of the porous media. Their model requires NMR T2 relaxation measurements at four 
different saturation states: fully water saturation, irreducible water saturation, residual oil 
saturation, and fully oil saturation.  
The main limitation of the aforementioned quantitative and qualitative models is time. To 
centrifuge the samples, particularly Middle Bakken plugs, to irreducible water and residual oil 
saturation might take several months and is expensiv . However, Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) 
developed novel technique to determine an alternative quantitative NMR wettability index. The 
developed model required NMR T2 relaxation measurements at two saturation stages: partially 
saturated and fully water saturated along with saturating T2 distributions.  
In our study, adjacent Middle Bakken plugs were used to represent the reservoir rock and 
fluid properties, mineralogy, and pore size distributions of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs 
which saved us significant amount of time. The depth different between adjacent and preserved 
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Middle Bakken plugs is approximately 0.2 ft. Helium connected porosity, permeability to air, 
Dean Stark saturations, and mineralogical content from X-ray Diffraction were measured on 
adjacent Middle Bakken plugs in the Weatherford Labs. All aforementioned properties of the 
adjacent plugs were assumed to be representative of the preserved plugs and used to constrain 
the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward model. Thus, in-situ wettability indices of the 
preserved Middle Bakken plugs were determined using the properties of the adjacent plugs 
instead of measuring these properties on preserved plugs. This approach saved us significant 
amount of time and money. 
  
5.1  Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) Forward Model 
In a water-wet oil saturated rock, the bulk relaxation is a dominant relaxation mechanism 
because oil is not in contact with pore surface and does not exhibit enhanced surface relaxation. 
In the contrary, in oil-wet porous media, the oil exp riences surface relaxation. This is explained 
by wettability of the porous surface, therefore, NWR wettability index can be defined, Iw, as 
(Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005):  
U  C^(_1 `1//1 ab `_/1  C^(_1 `1//1 ab Pc;/_c C^(_1  
(5.1) 
NMR wettability index, Iw, has been scaled from +1 for completely water-wet to -1 for 
completely oil-wet. Consequently, it has been found that wettability index can estimate from 
NMR longitudinal and transverse relaxation measurements. The main challenge is to separate the 
oil and water NMR signals. The oil and water relaxation time distributions have significant 
overlap; therefore, it is almost impossible to separate the oil and water signals. Looyestijn and 
Hofman (2005) have developed the inversion that can solve this problem. The developed model 
involves the inversion of a detailed forward model of NMR response. The following NMR 
relaxation measurements are required to do the inversion and, ultimately, calculate NMR 
wettability index:  
- T2 relaxation measurement of bulk fluids (Section 4.2.3) 
- T2 relaxation measurement of fully water saturated sample (Section 4.2.1) 
- T2 relaxation measurements of preserved sample (Section 4.2.2) 
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The inversion of the forward model gives the computed NMR response, and then it 
compares the modeled with the actual measured relaxation data as a function of the wettability, 
pore size distribution, and saturation values. The best match is selected as the possible solution.  
 
5.2  Relaxation Mechanisms in Porous Media  
In water saturated porous media, bulk fluid, such as w ter, experiences bulk relaxation and 








where T2 is transverse relaxation time, T2bulk is transverse relaxation time of bulk fluid, ρ is 
surface relaxivity, A is surface area of the pore, and V is volume of the pore.  
Each individual pore exhibits corresponding NMR response. Porous rocks are consisted of 
various distributions of pore sizes. Consequently, the total NMR response of completely water-
filled rock will be the summation of signals from all individual pores; therefore, the decay may 
be expressed in terms of multi-exponential function  






where M(t) is echo amplitude at time t, Mi is the pore volume fraction associated with i
th 
component,T2i is the i
th relaxation time. The Mi values represent the T2 distribution spectrum 
acquired by inversion of the multi-exponential decay function M(t). 
 
5.3  Incorporation of Wetting Phases 
The aforementioned Equation 5.2 can be expressed in terms of two fluids, such as water and 














where the indices refer to water (w) and oil (o), respectively. Aw and Ao are the surface area 
wetted by water and oil, and Sw and So are the water and oil saturation in the pore, ρw and ρo are 
surface relaxivity of the surface wetted by water and oil, respectively.   
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5.4  Saturation and Wettability as a Function of Pore-Size Distribution 
The crucial concept of this model is that the wettability and saturation are changing as a 
function of pore sizes. It is assumed that at any given saturation, the smaller pores are water 
saturated, and likely, water-wet. However, this is not a limitation of the model; any pore size 
distribution saturation can be interpreted. The model represents the oil and water saturations as a 
function of pore size. T2 distribution of fully water saturated rocks illustrates the pore size 
distribution of the rock. The developed model involves the following functions:  
- V(r)dr – fraction of pore volume from pores with radius between r and r+dr  
- S(r)dr – volume fraction of pores with radius between r and r+dr occupied by water  
- W(r)dr – surface fraction of pores with radius between r a d r+dr wetted by water  
-G(T2)dT2 – fraction of bulk crude oil with relaxation between T2 and T2+dT2 
Hence, the total NMR response can be expressed as a function of pore size distribution 
(Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005):  
-!/'  H d -#1




In addition, T2 relaxation rates of oil and water can be expressed in terms of wettability and 






















The water signal is now computed as: 
-!/'  H g D!'C!' 1
234:,j!A' (5.9) 
and the oil signal as: 
-!/'  H g !;' Rg D!'k1  C!'l1
234:,mBAV ; (5.10) 
The total NMR signal is the sum of the water and oil c mponents 





The overall water saturation of the model can be presented as:  





The wettability is defined as functions of the total w ter wet surface and the oil wet surface:  
       U  T_/PG ( ^(_1 `1//1 ab `_/1  T_/PG ( ^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                o D!'!'  ∞n o D!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  1∞n                        (5.13) 
 
5.5  Forward Model and Inversion 
The first step in the forward model is to define thpore size distribution function, V(r), from 
T2 relaxation time distributions of the rock at Sw=1.  Subsequently, volume fraction of pores with 
radius between r and r+dr occupied by water, S(r),  and surface fraction of p res with radius 
between r and r+dr wetted by water, W(r), functions must be selected from the available 
laboratory database. It is assumed that at any given saturation, the smaller pores are water 
saturated, and likely, water-wet. However, this is not a limitation of the model; any pore size 
distribution saturation can be interpreted.  The critical concept is that Looyestijn and Hofman 
(2005) have created a huge database of more than 50 carbonate and sandstone core samples.  The 
essential adjusting parameters in the forward model ar  the saturation and wettability indices. 
The inversion process compares the generated forward model with actually measured T2 
distributions. Some parameters in the forward model, and in particular the one that controls the 
wettability index, can now be adjusted until best fit is obtained.  
 
5.6  Practical Realization of S(r) and W(r) 
Saturation as a function of pore size distribution is expressed as 
C!'  r7  r1 @ s tu
t @ r (5.14) 
where ra is the inflection radius which represents the transition between small and large pores, 
α1, α2 and α are experimentally derived parameters. Although those parameters are not supposed 
to be constant for all types of the rock, it has been found that there is a little variation for 
different rock types (Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005). Thus, the only adjustable parameter to 
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match the overall saturation is ra. The water saturation distribution function can be calculated by 
multiplication of the saturation profile and the pore size model.  
The wettability function can be modeled as a function of pore size from completely water-
wet to completely oil-wet. A suitable empirical function to model wettability distribution as a 
function of  pore size:   
!'  a7  a1 @ s <u
< @ a (5.15) 
Thus, NMR wettability index, Iw can be determined evaluating the total water-wet surface 
and the oil-wet surface using Equation 5.1.  
 
5.7  Application of NMR Wettability Index 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the subsequent steps in the inv rsion process to compute NMR 
wettability index (NWI). These steps are the following:  
1. The bulk live crude response is computed. T2 relaxation time distribution at Sw=1 is 
selected from the database. 
- For core analysis, NMR response of the bulk dead cru e oil is used  
- T2 relaxation distributions of the fully brine saturated adjacent Middle Bakken 
plugs were measured    
2. Selected T2  distribution at Sw=1 is shifted to give it the measured T2mean  
- This step is skipped, because T2 relaxation distributions of the fully brine 
saturated adjacent Middle Bakken plugs were measured in the laboratory   
3. Drainage and imbibition are modeled according to an initial saturation values 
- Drainage and imbibition processes are modeled according to in-situ Dean Stark 
saturation values measured in adjacent Middle Bakken plugs   
4. Wettability is now adjusted to roughly match the measured T2 distribution 
- NMR wettability value was adjusted to match the total measured T2 relaxation 
distributions to the total modeled T2 distributions using NMR forward model  
5. T2mean at Sw=1, Sw, and NMR wettability index (NWI) are fine-tuned until the best 




Figure 5.1   Illustration of subsequent steps in the inversion (Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005). 
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5.8  Validation of NMR Wettability Index  
Determined NMR wettability indices of carbonate and sandstone samples from 6 different 
fields from forward modeling were compared with theUSBM wettability indices from standard 
core analysis (Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005). Figure 5.2 illustrates the comparison of wettability 
indices determined from forward model and standard co e analysis. NMR and USBM wettability 
indices defined on the scale -1 for completely oil-wet and +1 for completely water-wet.  It has 
been concluded that the NMR wettability index correlates well with USBM wettability index.  
 
Figure 5.2   Comparison of wettability indices acquired from NMR foward model and and from 
standard core analysis (Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005). 
 
5.9  Methodology to Determine the NMR WI of Middle Bakken Plugs 
NMR wettability index is determined by matching a forward model of the T2 distribution to 
an actual T2 relaxation measurement of the preserved Middle Bakken plug containing water, oil 
and gas. The first step is to implicitly derive the pore size distribution in T2 relaxation domain 
from T2 distribution of the fully brine saturated core plug (see Section 4.2.1). The second step is 
to determine the wetting and saturation profiles of the preserved core plugs as a function of pore 
size (Section 4.6) using the Equations 5.14 and 5.15. The initial Dean Stark water saturation 
values may be used to initialize saturation profiles. It is logical to assume that at any given oil 
saturation, the small pores have lower or no oil saturation, because oil might not be able to enter 
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small pores to the capillarity; therefore, they aremore likely water-wet. The inflection radiuses, 
ra and rb, in the Equations 6.14 and 6.15 are adjusted in the model to find a match between 
modeled and actual T2 measurements. The α and β experimentally derived empirical constant 
were used from Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) work.  The effect of these actions on the water 
response is that at each pore size (or T2 bin) the amplitude may reduce due to desaturation; he 
remaining water will get a shorter T2 relaxation time, because its volume has reduced while the 
surface remains the same. However, if the wettabiliy of that pore size is altered to more oil-wet, 
the T2 will increase. Similarly, the T2 distribution of the oil shifts to shorter T2, depending on the 
size and the wetting of each pore. If the total NMR amplitude is less than that of the fully brine 
saturated sample, the difference will be attributed to the presence of gas; due to its low hydrogen 
content, gas has insignificant NMR signal under atmospheric conditions. 
Figure 5.3 shows an example modeled saturation and wetting profiles of the preserved W3 
plug. The individual curves from top to bottom in the legend are the followings:  
- Pore distribution - pore size distribution implicitly derived from T2 distribution of 
adjacent cleaned fully brine saturated WW3 plugs (see Section 4.5) 
- Wetting water – model wetting water signal using the Equation 5.7  
- Water at So – inverted modeled water signal at the So=37.9% using the Equation 
5.9  
- Sw profile – modeled saturation profile determined using the Equation 5.14 
- Wetting profile – modeled wetting profile determined using the Equation 5.15 
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After calculation of wetting and saturation profiles, the total NMR T2 response was modeled 
and matched to measured response. Saturation and NMR wettability index were adjusted until 
the best match between total modeled and measured NMR responses was found. Figure 5.4 
illustrates the comparison of the modeled and actual NMR responses of the W3 plug. The 
modeled NMR responses of other preserved Middle Bakken plugs are presented in Appendix D. 
The individual curves from top to bottom in the legend of Figure 5.4 are the followings:  
- Bulk live crude - T2 distribution of bulk oil under ambient conditions (Figure 4.6)  
- So sample W3 - measured T2 distribution of the preserved W3 core plug (Figure 4.4)  
- Pore distribution - pore size distribution derived from the measured T2 distribution of the 
fully brine saturated adjacent W3 plug (Figure 4.16) 
- Modeled water – inverted and modeled T2 distribution of the water, including wetting 
effects using Equation 5.9 
- Model oil – inverted and modeled T2 distribution of the oil, including wetting effects 
using Equation 5.10 
- Modeled total – inverted and modeled total T2 distribution of the oil and water together 
using the Equation 5.11 
 
Figure 5.4   Comparison of the modeled and actual NMR responses of W3 plug. 
 
5.10  NMR Wettability Indices of Middle Bakken Plugs 
A qualitative assessment of wettability was initially made using the T2 distributions of 
preserved plugs and bulk oil. The peak of the T2 distribution of bulk oil is at 1000 ms, whereas 
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This can be explained by the oil being in contact with the pore surface and therefore affecting 
surface relaxivity. This is only possible if the given plug is not water-wet.  
The more quantitative interpretation follows from the forward modeling. The match between 
the modeled response and the actual measurement appears to be very convincing and robust. 
Evidence of this is that the modeled water saturation corresponds fairly well with the measured 
Dean Stark water saturation of the adjacent core plugs. It has been found that the NMR derived 
saturation fairly correlates with Dean Stark saturation measured in the Weatherford Labs as 
depicted in the Figure 5.5.   
 
Figure 5.5   NMR derived water saturation versus measured Dean Stark water saturation. 
 
An unknown parameter is the surface relaxivity of the surface wetted by oil used in Equation 
5.8. The model used the average value (0.3 times that of water) found in previous studies 
(Looyestijn and Hofman, 2005). Because the mineralogy f shales differs from conventional 
reservoir rocks, the value may be different. Fortuna ely, the result appears to be fairly insensitive 
to the precise value: changed by a factor two do not change the NWI by more than 0.1. 
Six of the eight preserved samples had a corresponding adjacent samples that were cleaned 
and resaturated to Sw=1. For the two preserved samples without adjacent cleaned plugs, H2 and 
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a result, the NMR wettability indices of the given preserved Middle Bakken plugs were 
calculated using the forward modeling approach. Table 5.1 presents the final NMR wettability 
indices of the given preserved plugs using the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward modeling. 
In addition, the fluid saturations derived from NMR forward modeling are presented.  
 
Table 5.1   Calculated NMR wettability index (NWI), water, oil, gas saturations using the 
Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward modeling 
Core ID NWI Swater Soil Sgas 
H1 -0.05 0.31 0.42 0.27 
H2 -0.04 0.18 0.43 0.39 
H3 -0.42 0.14 0.6 0.26 
H4 -0.13 0.07 0.6 0.31 
W1 -0.36 0.18 0.08 0.74 
W2 -0.54 0.17 0.16 0.67 
W3 -0.10 0.4 0.25 0.35 

















MINERALOGICAL EVALUATION OF WETTABILITY  
 
A simple approach is developed to predict the wettabili y of the Middle Bakken plugs based 
on previously published contact angle measurements on carbonate and silicate mineral surfaces. 
The motivation to develop this approach comes from the relationship between wettability and 
mineralogy, and extensive studies of contact angle measurements conducted on mineral surfaces 
published in the literature. This approach is based on numbers of laboratory experiments 
conducted to measure the contact angles on the polished carbonate and silicate mineral surfaces 
in the literature. Trieber et al. (1972), Chillingar  nd Yen (1983) have extensively studied and 
performed contact angle measurements of the crude oils fr m different reservoirs on carbonate 
and silicate mineral surface. Their data sets are used to predict the likelihood wetted state of the 
Middle Bakken plugs. The predicted wettability indices of preserved Middle Bakken plugs were 
compared with independently determined NMR wettability indices from Looyestijn and Hofman 
(2005)  forward model.    
 
6.1  Basis of Mineralogical Approach  
Trieber et al. (1972) conducted contact angle measur ments on polished mineral surfaces to 
evaluate the wettability using the crude oils from 50 reservoirs. Contact angle measurements 
were performed using crude oils, polished silicate (mainly quartz) and carbonate (calcite and 
dolomite) mineral surfaces from the reservoirs in the presence of water. For silicates, it has been 
found that 43% of the total numbers of the silicate minerals were water-wet, 6% were 
intermediate-wet, and 51% were oil-wet. For carbonates, it has appeared that 8% of the total 
numbers of carbonate minerals were water-wet, 4% were intermediate-wet, and 88% were oil-
wet as presented in Table 5.1. The measured contact angle data were validated with qualitative 
wettability interpretations from relative permeability measurements (Trieber et al., 1972)    
Chillingar and Yen (1983) have done contact angle measurements of the crude oils on 
carbonates mineral surfaces in the presence of water. Chillingar and Yen (1983) have measured 
contact angles on 161 carbonate mineral surfaces. They found that 8% of the carbonate minerals 
were water-wet, 12% were intermediate-wet, and 80% were oil-wet as shown in Table 6.1.    
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To quantitatively predict the likelihood wetted state of the Middle Bakken plugs, Trieber et 
al. (1972), and Chillingar and Yen (1983) laboratory studies were taken as a reference. Based on 
their work, the likelihood wetted state of each mineral constituent, such as carbonate and silicate, 
has been calculated. Table 6.2 shows the calculated likelihood percent of wetted state of silicate 
and carbonate minerals based on available experimental data in Trieber et al. (1972) and 
Chillingar and Yen (1983) publications.  
The results from these two publications show that 8% of carbonate minerals are usually 
water-wet, 8% are intermediate wet, and 84% are oil-wet. For silicates, 43% of silicate minerals 
are often water-wet, 6% are intermediate-wet, and 51% are oil-wet as presented in Table 6.2.  
 
Table 6.1   Contact angle measurements of crude oils on carbonate and silicate surfaces               






Trieber et al. (1972) 
Water-wet 43% 8% 
Intermediate 6% 4% 
Oil-wet 51% 88% 
Chillingar  and Yen (1983) 
Water-wet - 8% 
Intermediate - 12% 
Oil-wet - 80% 
 






Water-wet 43% 8% 
Intermediate 6% 8% 
Oil-wet 51% 84% 
 
Silicate mineral surfaces tend to adsorb organic bases, and the carbonates adsorb organic 
acids (Benner and Bartell, 1942). This can be explained by that the silica has a negative charged, 
weakly acidic surface in water, and the carbonates have positively charged, weakly basic 
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surfaces. Thus, wettability of the silica and carbonates will be strongly affected by the organic 
bases and organic acids, respectively (Benner and Brtell, 1942).     
This approach is used to quantitatively evaluate the likelihood percent of wetted state of 
each mineral constituent of the given Middle Bakken plugs. The mineral composition of the 
Middle Bakken plugs acquired from X-ray diffraction measurement is used in the developed 
approach to interpret the possible likelihood wetted state of each mineral. 
To calculate the likelihood wettability index (WI) based on conventional wettability index 
scale the following scale for complete water-, interm diate-, oil-wet used:  
U7nn%   @1 
U7nn% #  0 




To calculate the water-, intermediate-, oil-wet like hood wettability indices of the individual 
minerals the following expression used:  
U·N#$%A>  "·N#$%A> w (N#$%A> w U7nn%  
U#·N#$%A>  "#·N#$%A> w (N#$%A> w U7nn% # 




where Pww mineral, Piw mineral, Pow mineral are the percent of likelihood wetted state of the 
individual mineral (Table 5.2), fmineral is the volume fraction of the individual mineral.  
To calculate the total likelihood wettability index of the individual mineral, the water-, 
intermediate-, oil-wet wettability indices of the individual minerals were summed up as 
expressed:  
U33>·N#$%A>  U·N#$%A> @ U#·N#$%A> @ U·N#$%A> (5.6) 
Thus, the total likelihood wettability index of the rock on the conventional wettability index 
scale is expressed as  





6.2  The Limitations of the Approach  
The developed simple approach using mineralogical data to predict the likelihood percent of 
wetted state requires only volume percent of each mineral. However, there are several limitations 
of the models: 
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- Model is based on contact angle measurements of crude oil on polished carbonate 
(mainly calcite and dolomite) and silicate (mainly quartz) mineral surfaces in the 
presence of water. The potassium feldspar and plagioclase in Middle Bakken plugs are 
assumed to have the same contact angles measured on quartz surface. The clays and 
pyrite minerals are assumed to be water-wet; however, the adsorption of heavy 
asphaltenes compounds on clay might change wettability to more oil-wet.   
- This approach gives mainly oil-wet results because of the published range of contact 
angle measurements on carbonate and silicate minerals.  This approach might work well 
in carbonates, but in sandstones it might give inaccurate results. The full range of contact 
angle measurements on the quartz mineral surfaces has to be explored. The liquid 
interfacial tensions and surface tensions have to be incorporated into the model to make 
it robust.      
- Roughness of the mineral surfaces is ignored. Triebe  t al. (1973) and Chillingar  and 
Yen (1982) conducted the contact angle measurements of crude oil on polished mineral 
surfaces in the presence of water. Morrow (1975) concluded that the roughness of the 
mineral surface affects the contact angle measurements. It increases the surface energy 
of the mineral which might indicate that our result can be overestimated. Another 
implicit assumption is that both silicate and carbonate minerals have approximately the 
same roughness.  
- Interfacial tension of the liquids is not included into the model; the mineralogical 
approach depends only on surface energy of the minerals. IFT will influence the 
measured contact angles from which wettability index is derived. Developed 
mineralogical approach is based on the range of IFT of the fluids Trieber et al. (1973) 
and Chillingar and Yen (1982) used in the study. The range in fluid composition and IFT 
values in the studies likely contributes to the mineralogical variability in the contact 
angles, hence the variability of the interpreted wetted states of the minerals.     
- Chemical composition of the crude oils is not accounted for in this approach. If crude oil 
has heavy asphaltene component, it might change the wettability of the mineral surface 
toward the oil-wet. In our case, the Middle Bakken produced crude oil is the light oil 




6.3  Likelihood Wetted State Evaluation of Middle Bakken 
To evaluate the likelihood wetted state of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs, mineralogical 
content of the given plugs from X-ray diffraction was used. Silicate, carbonate, and clay minerals 
were evaluated individually. The weight percent of the mineral (Table 3.3) was converted into 
volume percent of mineral using the density of the minerals given in Table 6.3. Table 6.4 
represents volume percent of the minerals of the giv n adjacent cleaned Middle Bakken plugs. 
From the Table 6.4, the plugs H1, H2, W3, and W4 are mainly silicate dominated with content of 
8-13%, on the other hand, the plugs H3, H4, W1, and W2 are carbonate dominated with clay 
content of 2-5%. Volume percentage of each mineral constituent was used to evaluate the 
wetting state of the plugs.   
 
Table 6.3   Density of minerals (www.mindat.org) 














Table 6.4   Volume percent of the mineral constituen s of Middle Bakken plugs from XRD 
Core ID Clays, % Carbonates, % Silicates, % Other, % 
HW1 11 45 43 1 
HW2 10 25 66 1 
HW3 5 66 29 1 
HW4 4 49 44 3 
WW1 4 69 26 1 
WW2 2 86 11 1 
WW3 8 24 67 1 
WW4 13 23 62 2 
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Clay and other minerals surfaces are assumed to be water-wet (Borysenko et al., 2009). First 
of all, carbonate minerals were evaluated and the percent of likelihood wetted state of the 
carbonate mineral constituent of the Middle Bakken plugs was estimated. The total volume 
percentage of carbonate minerals is in the range of 23-86%. The likelihood percent of water-, 
intermediate-, and oil-wet carbonate minerals were determined using the average likelihood 
percentage of the wetted state of the carbonate minrals from the Table 6.2.  
 As a result, the average likelihood percent of wetted state of carbonate minerals in the given 
plugs was determined. Table 6.5 represents the XRD volume percentage of carbonate minerals in 
the Middle Bakken plugs and likelihood percent of wetted state.  
Table 6.5   Likelihood percent of wetted state of carbonate minerals in the Middle Bakken plugs 
Preserved 
Core ID 
Volume % of 
Carbonate Minerals 
Water-wet, % Intermediate-wet, % Oil-wet, % 
H1 45 3.6 3.6 37.7 
H2 23 1.8 1.8 19.1 
H3 66 5.3 5.3 55.3 
H4 49 4.0 4.0 41.5 
W1 69 5.5 5.5 57.9 
W2 86 6.9 6.9 72.3 
W3 24 1.9 1.9 20.0 
W4 23 1.8 1.8 19.4 
 
Based on mineralogical data in Table 6.2, the carbonate mineral constituents are 
preferentially oil-wet. For instance, the volume percentage of carbonate mineral in the plug W2 
is 86%, therefore, 6.9% are likelihood water-wet, 6.9% are likelihood intermediate-wet, and 
72.3% are likelihood oil-wet.  
In addition, the likelihood percent of wetted state of silicate minerals of the given Middle 
Bakken plugs was interpreted. Table 6.6 shows the likelihood percent of water-, intermediate-, 
and oil-wet silicate minerals. It has been found that silicate minerals of the given plugs are either 
water-wet or oil-wet surface. For instance, the volume percentage of silicate minerals in the W3 
plug is 67%, thus, the 29.0% are likelihood water-wt, 4.0% are likelihood intermediate, and 





Table 6.6   Likelihood percent of wetted state of silicate minerals in the Middle Bakken plugs 
Preserved 
Core ID 
Volume % of    
Silicate Minerals 
Water-wet, % Intermediate-wet, % Oil-wet, % 
H1 43 18.5 2.6 21.9 
H2 66 28.3 4.0 33.6 
H3 9 12.3 1.7 14.6 
H4 44 18.9 2.6 22.4 
W1 26 11.1 1.6 13.2 
W2 11 4.9 0.7 5.8 
W3 67 29.0 4.0 34.4 
W4 62 26.7 3.7 31.6 
 
Consequently, the total likelihood wetted state evaluation of the Middle Bakken plugs was 
done based on mineral composition of the plugs. It has been done by summation the distribution 
of total likelihood water-, intermediate-, and oil-wet carbonate, silicate, clay and other minerals 
as presented in Table 6.7. The carbonate dominated plugs are mainly oil-wet, however, the 
silicate dominate plugs are either water-wet or oil-wet. The overall percentage range of 
likelihood water-wet is 14-42%, likelihood intermediate-wet is 6-8%, and likelihood oil-wet is 
51-78%.  
 
Table 6.7   The total likelihood percent of wetted state of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs 
Preserved 
Core ID 
Water-wet, % Intermediate-wet, % Oil-wet, % 
H1 34 6 60 
H2 42 6 53 
H3 23 7 70 
H4 30 7 64 
W1 22 7 71 
W2 14 8 78 
W3 40 6 54 
W4 43 6 51 
 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the likelihood percent of wetted state of the given Middle Bakken plugs 
based mineral composition from X-ray Diffraction. Each mineral constituent has been 
individually evaluated and the total likelihood perc ntage of wetted state of the minerals was 
estimated. In average, the preserved plugs are 63% likelihood oil-wet, 6% likelihood 
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intermediate-wet, and 31% likelihood water-wet. From the Figure 6.1, the W1, W2, H3, H4 
plugs are mainly carbonate dominated, thus, the liklihood percentage of oil-wet minerals is 
above 60%. However, the H1, H2, W3 and W4 plugs are mainly silicate dominated, therefore, 
the likelihood percentage of oil-wet minerals is below 60%. This mineralogical analysis shows, 
the carbonate dominated minerals are preferentially oil-wet, and silicate dominated minerals are 
either water-wet or oil-wet.  
 
Figure 6.1   Likelihood percent of wetted state of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs. 
 
6.4  Quantitative Prediction of Likelihood Wettability Index 
Likelihood percent of wetted state of the given Middle Bakken plugs (Figure 6.1) was 
converted into traditional wettability index scale from –1 for completely oil-wet to +1 for 
completely water-wet as shown in Table 5.8 (Anderson, 1986b). The conversion scale used for 
oil-wet is [-1], for intermediate-wet is [0], and for water-wet is [+1] (Anderson, 1986b). Simply, 
the likelihood percent of wetted state (Table 5.6) was converted to likelihood wettability index 
(Table 6.7) from the scale [0;100] to [-1;+1]. Separately likelihood oil and water wettability 
indices were calculated, and then the total likelihood wettability index was estimated by simple 
summation. Since the range of intermediate wettabili y is [-0.33;+0.33], the converted wettability 
index of intermediate wet surface is 0.  
Table 6.8 presents the likelihood wettability indices. After calculation the individual 































Middle Bakken plugs were predicted. It has been concluded that the likelihood wettability index 
varies between -0.08 and -0.64. Figure 6.2 illustrates the likelihood wettability indices of the 
preserved Middle Bakken plugs. Thus, based on mineralogy alone, the preserved Middle Bakken 
plugs are likely oil-wet.  
 
Table 6.8   Likelihood wettability indices of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs 
Core ID Likelihood 










The volume percent of carbonate, silicate, and clayminerals of the Middle Bakken plugs 
was plotted as a function of likelihood wettability ndices as depicted in Figure 6.3. It can be 
seen that Middle Bakken plugs with high volume percent of carbonate minerals and low volume 
percent of silicate minerals are preferentially oil-wet.   
 
 


























Figure 6.3   The volume percent of carbonate, silicate, and clay minerals as a function of 
likelihood wettability indices in the Middle Bakken plugs. 
 
6.5  Comparison of  WI from NMR Forward Modeling and Mineralogical Approach 
The wettability indices of the eight preserved Middle Bakken shale plugs were determined 
using the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) NMR forward model (Table 5.1) and mineralogical 
approach (Table 5.7) based on mineral composition of the plugs. It has been found that the given 
plugs appear to be intermediate to fairly oil-wet. NMR WI from forward modeling varies from -
0.05 (intermediate-wet) to -0.54 (fairly oil-wet).  WI from mineralogical approach varies from -
0.08 (intermediate-wet) to -0.64 (fairly oil-wet).  
Figure 6.4 illustrates the NMR wettability indices from forward modeling versus wettability 
indices from mineralogical approach. Fair agreement b tween two different approaches has been 




Figure 6.4   Comparison of wettability indices from NMR forward modeling (Table 5.1) and 
mineralogical approach (Table 6.8). 
 
Consequently, wettability indices of the preserved Mi dle Bakken plugs were plotted as a 
function of mineralogical content, clay-bound water, capillary bound fluid and free fluid using 
the ternary diagram. The weight percent of silicates, clay, and carbonates were plotted as a 
function of predicted likelihood wettability indices as depicted in the Figure 6.5. It can be seen 
that the plugs with low weight percent of carbonates, r latively high clay content along with high 
weight percent of silicates are mainly intermediate-wet. However, the plugs with relatively low 
clay content, high weight percent of carbonates, and low weight percent of silicates are oil-wet.  
In addition, the volume percent of clay-bound water, capillary bound fluid, and free fluid of 
the preserved Middle Bakken plugs were plotted as a function of likelihood wettability indices as 
illustrated in the Figure 6.6. The given preserved plugs have significantly small volume percent 
of free fluid. But the plugs with low volume percent of clay-bound water, and relatively high 
volume percent of capillary bound fluid are appeared to be fairly oil-wet.  However, the given 
preserved Middle Bakken plugs with high volume percent of clay-bound water, and relatively 

























Figure 6.5   The volume percent of silicates, carbonates, and clay as a function of NMR 




Figure 6.6   The volume percent of clay-bound water, capillary bound fluid, and free fluid as a 





THE PARAMAGNETIC EFFECT OF IRON SPECIES ON NMR MEASUREMENTS 
 
This chapter discusses the effect of paramagnetic solid iron phases and iron ions in solution 
on NMR T2 relaxation measurements. The motivation to perform this study comes from the 
presence of pyrite in Middle Bakken plugs, thus, it is valuable to quantitatively evaluate the 
effect of iron-bearing minerals, such as pyrite, on T2 relaxation distributions. The empirical 
correction model of the effect of pyrite was develop d and applied on NMR T2 relaxation 
distributions of Middle Bakken brine saturated plugs. The effect of pyrite on NMR permeability, 
total clay-bound water, bound fluid, and free fluids estimations was analyzed.     
 
7.1  Literature Review 
Bryar et al. (2000) studied the effect of paramagnetic iron species on NMR relaxation of 
fluid protons in porous media.  Specifically, they investigated the influence of iron ions in 
solution, adsorbed iron ions on pore surfaces, and solid iron phase on NMR longitudinal 
relaxation measurements.   
NMR bulk T1 measurements on paramagnetic iron solutions were performed to evaluate the 
influence of iron ion concentration in bulk solution n bulk relaxation measurements at different 
pH (Bryar et al., 2000).  Figure 7.1 illustrates bulk relaxation rate of paramagnetic iron solution 
as a function of Fe(III) concentration at pH 2.5. The relaxation rate is found to be linearly 
proportional to concentration of Fe(III). In general, bulk relaxation time of paramagnetic solution 
linearly decreases with increasing iron concentration at different pH values.   
Bryar et al. (2000) also studied the effect of sorbed Fe(III) ions on the NMR response of 
saturated porous materials. He used quartz sand saturated with paramagnetic solutions with 
known concentration of iron ions and pH values.  
Quartz sand was initially equilibrated with a 0.50 mg L-1 Fe(III) solution, therefore, no 
adsorption of Fe(III) ions occurred at pH 1. However, adsorption of iron ions increased with 
increasing pH value. The measured T1 relaxation times of bulk pore fluid and of fluid saturated 
quartz sample as a function pH are shown in Figure 7.1.  At pH 1, T1 relaxation time of bulk 
paramagnetic solution is equal to relaxation time of saturated quartz sand. At pH 3, T1 relaxation 
time of bulk solution has increased by 15% relative o relaxation time at pH 1. However, T1 
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relaxation of saturated quartz sand has decreased by 23% relative to relaxation time at pH 1 as 
depicted in Figure 7.2. The trend in Figure 7.2 shows that iron ion adsorption increases with 
increasing pH that subsequently increases T1 relaxation of bulk solution and decreases relaxation 
time of saturated quartz sand.  
 
 
Figure 7.1   Bulk T1 relaxation rate as a function of Fe(III) concentration (Bryar et al., 2000). 
 
 
Figure 7.2   T1 relaxation time of paramagnetic bulk fluid and fluid saturated quartz as a function 





In addition, Bryar et al. (2000) investigated the effect of solid Fe(III) minerals on NMR 
relaxation measurements. T1 relaxation times of saturated mixture of silica gel and iron-bearing 
mineral, such as pseudo-brookite (Fe2Ti5) were measured. Surface relaxivity of solid iron 
mineral and silica gel mixture as a function of weight percent of iron-bearing mineral was 
calculated as illustrated in the Figure 7.3.  Surface relaxivity of the pure silica gel is plotted as 
well for comparison (Figure 7.3). Surface relaxivity of the saturated mixture of silica gel and iron 
bearing mineral linearly increases from 0.0012 to 0.015 µm/s with increasing the weight percent 
of Fe(III) bearing mineral from 0 to 25%.  
Bryar et al. (2000) concluded that the NMR bulk relaxation time of the paramagnetic 
solution linearly decreases with increasing the ion ir  concentration in the solution. Surface 
relaxivity is linearly proportional to surface concentration of Fe(III) and weight percent of iron 
bearing mineral. NMR relaxation time of bulk paramagnetic solution increases with increasing 
pH values due to adsorption phenomena of iron ion on the pore surface.    
 
Figure 7.3   Surface relaxivity as a function of weight percent of iron-bearing mineral sorbed on 
the silica gel surface (Bryar et al., 2000). 
 
Caputi (1997) studied the effect of pyrite on NMR longitudinal (T1) relaxation 
measurements. NMR T1 relaxation measurements were conducted on sand packs fully saturated 
with deionized distilled water that were oil-wet and water-wet with different pyrite volume 
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fractions. Pyrite was mixed with water-wet sand at steps of 0.5% by volume from 0 to 2%. Pyrite 
was also mixed at 3, 4, and 5% with water-wet sand.  Oil-wet sand was mixed with 0, 2, and 5% 
pyrite. The porosity of the samples was 37.5%. 
Logarithmic T1 mean values were calculated and plotted as a function of volume fraction of 
pyrite for water-wet and oil-wet samples as depicted in Figure 7.4. It has been found that the T1 
relation time decreases with increasing the volume fraction of pyrite. T1 relaxation time 
decreased as the volume fraction of pyrite increased from 0 to 0.05 in water-wet samples. The 
significant decrease in T1 values of the water-wet sand pack occurred between 0 and 0.01 volume 
fraction of pyrite. In general, T1 relaxation time exponentially decreases with increasing the 
pyrite volume fraction in water- and oil-wet samples.  
 
Figure 7.4   Logarithmic T1 mean as a function of vlume fraction of pyrite (Caputi, 1997). 
 
The most recent laboratory study on effect of iron-bearing minerals on NMR relaxation 
measurements was conducted by Keating and Knight (2010).  NMR T2 relaxation measurements 
were done on saturated mixtures of quartz sand and pyrite with distilled deionized water at 
weight percentage of iron 1% and 2%. The porosity of the samples was 48%. The bulk relaxation 
rate of the fluid extracted from each iron-bearing mixture is greater than the relaxation rate of 
bulk distilled deionized water due to the paramagnetic iron impurities dissolved from pyrite. In 
addition, for each iron-bearing mixture surface relaxation rate was greater for the samples with 






















Volume Fraction of Pyrite
Water-wet quartz (Caputi, 1997.) Oil-wet quartz (Caputi, 1997)
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0.56±0.07 µm/s and 1.2±0.02 µm/s for low-concentration and high-concentration pyrite 
mixtures, respectively. A similar trend was observed for logarithmic T2 mean for each iron-
bearing mixture. Logarithmic T2 mean values are 1.5±0.6 s and 1.7±0.5 s for low-concentration 
and high-concentration pyrite mixture, respectively. Logarithmic T2 mean value decreases with 
increasing iron concentration. Keating and Knight (2010) results are plotted along with                 
Caputi (1997) data in the Figure 7.5. It has been fou d that logarithmic T1 and T2 mean values of 
saturated mixtures of sand and pyrite decreases with increasing the concentration of 
paramagnetic iron minerals. A similar exponential trend is observed for the three different data 
sets depending on porosity and wettability of the samples.  
 
Figure 7.5   Logarithmic T1  and T2 mean as a function of volume fraction of pyrite                     
(Caputi, 1997, Keating and Knight, 2010). 
 
7.2 The Effect of Pyrite on NMR Measurements of Cleaned Adjacent Middle Bakken Plugs 
The logarithmic mean values of T2 distributions of the cleaned adjacent Middle Bakken 
plugs fully saturated with brine were calculated. As in the Caputi (1997) and Keating and Knight 
(2010) works, the calculated logarithmic T2 mean values were plotted as function of weight 
fraction of pyrite as illustrated in the Figure 7.6. It has been found that the logarithmic T2 mean 
values of the cleaned adjacent brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs follow the exponential trend, 
thus, logarithmic T2 mean values decrease with increasing the weight percent of the pyrite. In 
comparison to Caputi (1997) and Keating and Knight (2010) approaches, the logarithmic T2
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This can be explained with that the Middle Bakken plugs are saturated with brine which might 
have paramagnetic impurities in the solutions. The porosity of the plugs varies from 2.91% to 
8.03% which is lower than the ones used in Caputi (1997) and Keating and Knight (2010) works.    
 
Figure 7.6   Logarithmic T1 and T2 mean as a function of volume fraction of pyrite. 
 
As a result, the presence of pyrite in the samples will reduce the relaxation time. It shifts the 
T2 distribution from longer relaxation time to the shorter relaxation time due to the effect of 
paramagnetic iron mineral or iron ions in the bulk fluid. Thus, the NMR permeability, total clay 
bound water, bound fluid, and free fluid estimations will be affected. To correct the effect of 
pyrite from T2 distributions of Middle Bakken plugs, the correction model was developed.  
The following steps were done to develop the empirical pyrite correction model: 
- Logarithmic T2 mean values were calculated (T2LM) 
- The logarithm T2 mean was plotted versus volume fraction of pyrite 
- The equation of exponential trend line was derived and used to correct the T2 
distributions  
The equation of the exponential trend line of Middle Bakken data is expressed as  
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where y is the T2LM and x is the volume fraction of pyrite. After rearrangement of the Equation 
7.1 the correction factor is expressed as  
b  1~hK.|2K.|%.5i (7.2) 
where y is the T2LM and x is the weight or volume fraction of pyrite. The expanded derivation 
of the correction factor can be found in Appendix E.  
The R2 value of the exponential trend line Equation 7.1 is 28%. The slope and R2 values of 
the Equation 7.1 are different than the ones of exponential trend line equations of Caputi (1997) 
and Keating and Knight (2010) data. In comparison Caputi (1997) and Keating and Knight 
(2010) works, low R2 and large slope values of the exponential trend lie Equation 7.1 for 
Middle Bakken data can be explained with variation in porosity, pore size distribution, 
mineralogy of the Middle Bakken plugs, possible paramagnetic iron ions in bulk brine solution 
and the presence of iron bearing mineral, such as pyrite. The large slope value of 45.51 of the 
exponential trend line Equation 7.1 indicates the gr ater correction and significant shift of T2
distributions.      
The empirical Equation 7.2 was used to correct the T2 distributions of the Middle Bakken 
brine saturated plugs. The pyrite correction is the function of volume fraction of pyrite. The 
developed empirical pyrite correction for T2 relaxation distributions of the Middle Bakken plugs 
is a first attempt to explore the effect of pyrite on relaxation distributions.   As an illustration, 
Figure 7.7 shows the correction of T2 distribution of brine saturated WW4 plug. The pyrite 
correction of T2 distributions of other cleaned adjacent brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs is 
presented in Appendix F.  The volume fraction of pyrite of HW1 plug is 0.55%. The estimated 
correction factor of the WW4 plugs is 0.8 ms. Table 7.1 shows the volume percent of pyrite and 
T2 correction shift of the adjacent cleaned brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs. After applying 
the correction factor by simply adding to all T2 values of the relaxation distribution, T2 
distribution are shifted to the right.  The correction of T2 distribution of the other Middle Bakken 
plugs can be found in Appendix F. It has been found that the significant shift is noticeable at 
short relaxation times due to the logarithmic scale of T2 relaxation time. In addition, the same 
procedure was applied to correct the pore size distributions. Figure 7.8 illustrates the pore size 











Table 7.1   The volume percent of pyrite and pyrite T2 correction shift of the adjacent cleaned 
brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs 
Core ID 




HW1 1.1 1.3 
HW3 0.0 0.0 
WW1 1.1 1.3 
WW2 0.6 0.8 
WW3 0.0 0.0 
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Figure 7.8   The pyrite correction of pore size distributions of WW4 plug. 
 
7.3  The Effect of Pyrite on NMR Permeability and CBW Estimations  
After correcting for the effect of pyrite from T2 relaxation distributions of fully brine 
saturated adjacent Middle Bakken plugs, the NMR permeability, volumes of clay-bound water 
and bound fluid were calculated. Figure 7.9 illustrates the percentage of clay bound water before 
and after the correction of pyrite correction. It can be seen that there is significant change in the 
volume percent of clay-bound water (CBW) in the HW1, WW1, WW2, and WW4 plugs. For 
instance, the clay bound water in WW4 plug decreased from 6.08% to 3.08%, and in WW1 plugs 
from 2.86% to 0.73%. This can be explained with high weight percent of pyrite. The volume 
percent of pyrite in the WW1 and WW4 is 1.11% and 0.55%, respectively. This analysis 
concludes that the calculated volume percent of clay-bound water decreases after removing the 
effect of pyrite from NMR T2 relaxation distributions with increasing the volume percent of 
pyrite in the given Middle Bakken plug.   
Figure 7.10 illustrates the volume percent of bound flui  before and after pyrite correction. 
Pyrite does significantly influence the calculations of volume percent of bound fluid as well.  
The volume percent of bound fluid in the WW1 and WW4 plugs with volume percent of pyrite 
1.11% and 0.55%, respectively, decreased from 4.54% to 2.54% and from 9.83% to 6.83%, 





















Figure 7.9   The clay-bound water estimations before and after pyrite correction. 
 
 
Figure 7.10   The total bound fluid (capillary bound fluid and CBW) estimations before and after 
pyrite correction. 
 
Figure 7.11 illustrates the ternary diagram of volume percent of clay-bound water, capillary 
bound fluid, free fluid of the adjacent cleaned brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs determined 
from NMR T2 relaxation distributions as a function of wettability indices. It can be seen that 
pyrite significantly influence clay-bound water and capillary bound fluid, however, there is 












































BFV Before Pyrite Correction BFV After Pyrite Correction
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Bakken plugs with relatively higher volume percent of clay-bound water less oil-wet and 
preferentially intermediate-wet. Since the capillary bound fluid can be either water or oil, the 




Figure 7.11   The clay-bound water, capillary bound fluid, free fluid estimations (a) before and 
(b) after pyrite correction. 
 
After calculation the volume of clay-bound water, bound fluid and free fluid, the NMR 
permeability was calculated and compared to the ones before pyrite correction as depicted in the 
Figure 7.12. The estimated C coefficient values given in the Chapter 4 were used in Free Fluid 
Model to calculate NMR permeability.  It has been found that the NMR permeability drastically 
changed after pyrite correction as illustrated in the Figure 7.12.  Data points fall above the unit 
slope except two data points which fall along the unit slope line. These two data point are the 
permeability values of the HW3 and WW3 plugs with 0% of pyrite volume. Overall, it has been 
concluded that there is a significant effect of pyrite on T2 relaxation distribution at short 
relaxation time which in turns only significantly affects the NMR clay-bound water, capillary 
bound fluid calculations, and subsequently influences NMR permeability estimations. As it was 
mentioned before, the effect of pyrite on free fluid volume calculations is negligible. Thus, the 
volume percent of pyrite present in the samples has to be taken into account in clay-bound water, 





Figure 7.12   NMR permeability calculations before and after pyrite correction. 
 
Thus, the presence of pyrite influences the pore siz  d stributions derived from T2 relaxation 
time of fully brine saturated samples, which in turns will affect the NMR wettability index 
calculations using the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) NMR forward model. Since the pore size 
distribution curve will shift to right, the number of larger pores will increase, thus, the wetting 
state as a function of pore size will change. In addition, the presence of pyrite might influence 














































SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The essential objectives of this research study were to quantitatively evaluate the wettability 
of the given Middle Bakken plugs using the NMR forwa d model and mineralogical approaches 
that would save time and money. Conventional USBM and Amott methods are time consuming 
and cost-prohibitive in tight unconventional core plugs. In addition, the effect of pyrite on NMR 
relaxation measurements had to be investigated. The brief significance of our approach, 
summary, conclusions and key findings, and future recommendations of this research study are 
presented below.   
 
8.1  Summary 
A mineralogy based mineralogical approach was developed to predict the wetted state and 
wettability index of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs based on previously published contact 
angle measurements (Trieber et al., 1972 and Chillingar and Yen, 1983) of crude oil on 
carbonate and silicate mineral surfaces in the presence of water (see Chapter 5). Predicted 
wettability indices using the mineralogical approach match the NMR wettability indices using 
the Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward model (see Figure 6.6). This approach is based only 
on mineral constituent of the samples. It ignores the roughness of the mineral surface, IFT of 
liquid and chemical composition of the fluids which an affect the wettability of the mineral 
surface.   
NMR wettability indices of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs were determined using the 
Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward model (see Chapter 6). The wettability distribution was 
modeled as a function of pore size derived from T2 relaxation distributions (see Figure 6.3). The 
modeled NMR response was matched to measured response by adjusting the wettability and 
saturation values (see Figure 6.4). Once the best match was found, separate water and oil NMR 
responses were modeled, subsequently; the fractions of the total surface area wetted by oil and 
wetted by water were estimated. Thus, NMR wettability indices were calculated and compared to 
mineralogical wettability indices (see Figure 6.6).  
The effect of pyrite on NMR T2 relaxation measurements of adjacent cleaned brine saturated 
Middle Bakken plugs was investigated (see Chapter 7). It has been found that the presence of 
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pyrite in the plugs decreases the T2 relaxation times. The empirical pyrite correction equation 
was derived based on logarithmic T2 mean and volume percent of pyrite data. The pyrite 
correction is the simply the exponential trend line equation of logarithmic T2 mean values as a 
function of volume percent of pyrite (Equation 7.2). The validity of the exponential trend line 
can be questioned due to the low R2 value (see Figure 7.6). The scatter in the data points can be 
explained by several factors implicitly affecting the relaxation times, such as the presence of 
paramagnetic iron ions in bulk brine solution, different pore size distributions, and porosity and 
permeability properties of the samples. In general, this study is the first attempt to understand 
and explore the effect of pyrite on T2 relaxation measurements of Middle Bakken plugs. In 
addition, the effect of pyrite on NMR clay-bound water, capillary bound water, and permeability 
calculations was analyzed (see Section 7.3). It is concluded that pyrite has influence on the NMR 
clay-bound water, capillary bound water, and permeability estimations (see Figure 7.11-7.12).  
There are several important assumption made in this research study. The most significant 
underlying assumptions of this approach are summarized below: 
• Adjacent cleaned plug properties are representative of the preserved plugs.  Cleaned 
plugs were chosen by a geologist with expertise in Middle Bakken geostratigraphy and 
properties 
• Dean Stark saturation represents the true saturation of the given plugs. It is unclear if this 
assumption is valid in such tight formations; however, uncertainties in these values are 
not expected to significantly influence the wettability ndex results. 
• Measured connected helium porosity excludes the clay-bound fluid porosity. Likely valid 
assumption, since the plugs were dried at temperatur  that would minimize the drying of 
clays in order to minimize clay alterations. However, it is unclear if all of the capillary 
bound fluid would have been removed during drying as is assumed in conventional cores. 
Therefore the connected gas porosities and permeabilities likely under represent the 
actual plug properties. 
• Cleaned adjacent plugs are completely cleaned. It is unclear if this assumption is valid in 
such tight formations given the method used (Soxhlet extraction).  One way this 
assumption could be validated is through analyzing produced fluids after core flooding of 
the "cleaned" samples with the same solvents used during Soxhlet extraction to see if 
additional reservoir fluids are produced. 
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• Well produced fluid compositions are representative of the core fluid compositions. This 
is a very important assumption that should be further explored, especially since the brine 
appears to include significant amounts paramagnetic ions, which affect both NMR T2 and 
resistivity measurements and it is unknown. We have ord red compositional analysis so 
that we can determine the amounts of dissolved metals in the brine, which saturates the 
cleaned plugs. We use the bulk NMR T2 distribution of the produced fluid to constrain 
our interpretations of the preserved plug properties.  It is recommended that the 
compositions of the brine produced during Soxhlet extraction to that produced at the well 
be compared. 
• Preserved core saturations did not change during the course of the experiments. Preserved 
cores were wrapped in layers of Teflon tape, plastic wrap and foil up until time of 
measurements and stored in a freezer in between experiments to minimize fluid losses. 
 Preserved cores were defrosted four times, for no more than 8 hours each time so that we 
could make measurements on them. During NMR measurement, samples remained 
wrapped in plastic wrap.  
• Clays and pyrite are assumed to be water-wet and intermediate-wet, respectively. This 
assumption can be validated with conducting the contact angle measurements on clay and 
pyrite mineral surfaces.  
• Calculated Total NMR porosity assumed to be greater than helium connected porosity of 
the saturated adjacent cleaned plugs measured in the laboratory. This assumption is likely 
valid, because of the total NMR porosity includes the CBW; bound fluid, and free fluid, 
however, helium connected porosity of the cleaned adjacent plugs excludes the CBW.  
• T2 cutoff values for bound fluids in carbonate and silicate dominated plugs are assumed 
to be 33 ms and 93 ms, respectively. This assumption is likely valid based on previously 
published experimental studies of T2 cutoff values for bound fluid in sandstones and 
carbonates (Straley et al., 1995, Chang et al., 1997) 
• Surface relaxivity values of the Middle Bakken plugs are assumed to be the volumetric 
summation of surface relaxivities of the individual mineral constituents and mineral 




8.2  Conclusions and Key Findings 
• The results from Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward model suggest that the given 
preserved Middle Bakken plugs are intermediate to fairly oil-wet (see Section 5.10). 
• The results from mineralogical approach suggest that the given preserved Middle Bakken 
plugs are likely oil-wet. However, without fluid further mineralogical approach grouped 
by fluid IFT, a likelihood wettability index is of limited value (see Section 6.4). 
• It is possible that the presence of pyrite significantly influences NMR T2 relaxation 
interpretations (see Section 7.3)  
 
8.3  Significance of Approach 
The developed mineralogical approach and Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) NMR forward 
model were used to reduce the time and cost of computing wettability indices of the preserved 
Middle Bakken plugs. The time and cost were reduced b cause of using the below mentioned 
approach:  
• Given conventional core data, such as helium connected porosity, absolute air 
permeability, Dean Stark saturation, XRD mineralogy, etc., of the adjacent cleaned 
plugs can be representative of the given preserved plugs. There is no need to measure 
aforementioned core properties of the preserved plugs which can save us up to several 
weeks.   
• With further analysis of contact angle data on mineral surfaces, it may be possible to 
predict the likelihood wettability index from only mineralogy data from X-ray 
Diffraction which can take 1 day. Thus, estimation of likelihood wettability indices of 
the preserved Middle Bakken plugs takes up to 2 days which less than conventional fluid 
displacement wettability index methods which can take up to few months.   
• The total data acquisition time required for the NMR T2 wettability interpretation is 
approximately 30 minutes per plug, at service fee on the order of $500/plug, which 
includes necessary processing of the data required for the NMR T2 wettability index 
inversion by Looyestijn and Hofman (2005). The cost f NMR T2 wettability inversion 
is a separate cost, yet much less than the cost and time of a conventional USBM 
wettability index data acquisition and interpretation in tight unconventional core plugs 
which can take up to several months.   
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• In addition to the NMR T2 data being used for the interpretation of the core’s wettability 
index, the T2 data can also be used to develop an understanding other core properties 
that are valuable for reservoir evaluation such as: 
o Total porosity that is more closely representative of wireline porosities than, for 
example, conventional laboratory helium connected porosity. 
o Bound fluid content, which includes capillary and clay-bound fluid, can be 
valuable information for understanding production potential and EOR 
requirements. 
o Permeability calculation that accounts for the presence of bound and free fluids 
in two fluid phase system. 
o Pore size distribution which can be used to better interpret geophysical and 
transport properties. 
o The laboratory NMR T2 results can be used to constrain interpretation of down-
hole magnetic resonance data. 
    
8.4  Future Recommendations  
• Improve the mineralogical model to predict likelihood wettability index by incorporating 
the IFT properties of the fluids 
• Determine the wettability indices of the preserved Middle Bakken plugs using the 
conventional laboratory methods, such as USBM or Amott-Harvey. 
• Compare USBM wettability indices with mineralogical and forward modeled WI.  
• Use the mineralogical approach on other data sets to predict the wettability index and 
compare with USBM wettability indices. 
• Develop the robust pyrite correction model which implicitly includes the effects of iron 








LIST OF SYMBOLS 
 
%AX% - average surface relaxivity 
BVI - bound fluid index 
" - capillary pressure 
S - constant that depends on the formation type 
 - contact angle 
r7 - empirical constant 
r - empirical constant 
a7 - empirical constant  
a - empirical constant 
*7 - external magnetic field 
"%& - external pressure 
 - field strength gradient 
G(T2)dT2 - fraction of bulk crude oil with relaxation between T2 and T2+dT2 
V(r)dr - fraction of pore volume from pores with radius betwen r and r+dr 
, - free energy of interactions between the oil and solid 
, - free energy of interactions between the water and soli
, - free energy of the solid surface in a vacuum 
TTU - free fluid index 
 - gravitational constant 
) - gyromagnetic ratio 
 - height 
t - inflection radius 
< - inflection radius 
; - inter-echo spacing 
 - interfacial tension 
 - interfacial tension between oil and water 
U#·N#$%A> - intermediate-wet likelihood wettability index 
"#$ - internal pressure 
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( - Lamor frequency 
T2LM - logarithmic T2 mean 
T1bulk - longitudinal bulk relaxation time 
T1 - longitudinal relaxation time 
T1surface - longitudinal surface relaxation time 
-. - magnitude of the magnetization 
-& - magnitude of the transverse magnetization at t=0 
- - maximum magnetization 
F - molecular diffusion 
- - oil NMR signal 
C - oil saturation 
U·N#$%A> - oil-wet likelihood wettability index 
"#·N#$%A> - percent of likelihood intermediate-wet state 
"·N#$%A> - percent of likelihood oil-wet state 
"·N#$%A> - percent of likelihood water-wet state 
Q - permeability 
-# - pore volume fraction associated with ith component 
H - porosity 
 - radius 
0CD6EA% - ratio of pore surface to fluid volume 
* - static magnetic field 
	 - surface area 
	 - surface area wetted by oil 
	 - surface area wetted by water 
 - surface energy 
W(r)dr - surface fraction of pores with radius between r and r+dr wetted by 
water 
 - surface relaxivity of the surface wetted by oil 
 - surface relaxivity of the surface wetted by water 
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 - surface tension between oil and solid 
 - surface tension between water and solid 
7 - T1 surface relaxivity 
 - T2 surface relaxivity 
t - time 
8 - time over which the oscillating field is applied 
U33>·N#$%A> - total likelihood wettability index of the mineral 
UA? - total likelihood wettability index of the rock 
T2bulk - transverse bulk relaxation time 
T2diffusion - transverse diffusion induced relaxation time 
T2 - transverse relaxation time 
T2surface - transverse surface relaxation time 
D>[ - volume fraction of clay 
DB> - volume fraction of dolomite 
D>#N - volume fraction of limestone 
(N#$%A> - volume fraction of mineral 
S(r)dr - volume fraction of pores with radius between r and r+dr occupied by 
water 
DE[A#3% - volume fraction of pyrite  
D$B - volume fraction of sand 
- - water NMR signal 
C - water saturation 
U·N#$%A> - water-wet likelihood wettability index 
U - wettability index 
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Appendix A covers the saturation procedure. The corflood schematic used in this study is 
illustrated in the Figure A.1. The essential components of the system are the followings:  
1. Reservoir filled with distilled water 
2. Isco pump 
3. Transfer vessel 
4. Saturation vessel 
5. Pressure gauge, and valves  
 
 
Figure A.1   Saturation procedure schematic. 
 
The detailed saturation procedure used in this study is presented below: 
1. Prepare vessels: clean transfer vessel, saturation vessel and threading using the 
soap/water, then acetone. Apply silicone grease to all O-rings on piston and end 
connectors 
2. Assemble transfer vessel: insert piston, over-fill one side with distilled water and other 
side with saturated brine 
3. Set up system:  
a. Put saturation vessel on holder.  
b. Set saturation reservoir on the Isco pump.  
c. Lay transfer vessel next to controller and connect to saturation vessel. 
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4. Fill up the Isco pump with distilled water from the reservoir 
5. Before saturating sample, vacuum saturated brine in the desiccator for 2 hours 
6. Vacuum the given samples in desiccator for 10 hours 
7. Pour vacuumed brine desiccator with the samples and v cuumed for 3 hours 
8. Assemble saturation vessel: insert the vacuumed samples and brine into the saturation 
vessel and tighten the end caps 
9. Open the valves 1 and 2.  
10. Set up the Isco pump: 
- Press Menu 
- Press PRGM Grad 
- Choose one pump pressure gradient 
- Choose edit 
- Change options as needed 
     - Run to start saturation process 
11. Increase Isco pump pressure to 1500 psi. Record the pressure, and the volume of the 
distilled water in the Isco pump as a function of time  
12. When the change in volume in the Isco pump is constant, the sample is saturated. The 
given plugs were kept in the saturation vessel under 1500 psi for 14 days.  















BACKGROUND CORRECTION OF T2 DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
Appendix B covers the background correction of NMR T2 relaxation distributions. Lexus 
inversion parameters are presented in Table B.1. The raw and inverted data before and after 
background subtraction are presented (Figure B.1–Figure B.28). In addition, the calculated 
signal-to-noise ratio values of the acquired data before and after background correction are 
shown in Table B.2–Table B.3.  
 










Step Points to Analyse 
1 0.01 10000 100 1000 
 
Table B.2   Signal-to-noise ratio before and after background correction of preserved MB plugs 
Core 
ID 
State SNR Before  
Background Correction 
SNR After  
Background Correction 
H1 Preserved 173.4 156 
H2 Preserved 321.8 302 
H3 Preserved 266.4 247 
H4 Preserved 135.5 119 
W1 Preserved 82.8 61 
W2 Preserved 83.8 63 
W3 Preserved 250.8 234 
W4 Preserved 225.8 210 
 
Table B.3   Signal-to-noise ratio before and after background correction of cleaned MB plugs 
Core 
ID State 
SNR Before  
Background Correction 
SNR After  
Background Correction 
HW1 Saturated 187.6 170 
HW3 Saturated 194.5 178 
WW1 Saturated 212.6 194 
WW2 Saturated 196.1 180 
WW3 Saturated 471.3 452 




1. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW1 
 
 
Figure B.1   Echo-train of WW1 plug. 
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2. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW2 
 
 
Figure B.3   Echo-train of WW2 plug. 
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3. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW3 
 
 
Figure B.5   Echo-train of WW3 plug. 
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4. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW4 
 
 
Figure B.7   Echo-train of WW4 plug. 
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5. Cleaned brine saturated plug HW1 
 
 
Figure B.9   Echo-train of HW1 plug. 
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6. Cleaned brine saturated plug HW3 
 
 
Figure B.11   Echo-train of HW3 plug. 
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7. Preserved plug W1 
 
 
Figure B.13   Echo-train of W1 plug. 
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8. Preserved plug W2 
 
 
Figure B.15   Echo-train of W2 plug. 
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9. Preserved plug W3 
 
 
Figure B.17   Echo-train of W3 plug. 
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10. Preserved plug W4 
 
 
Figure B.19   Echo-train of W4 plug. 
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11. Preserved plug H1 
 
 
Figure B.21   Echo-train of H1 plug. 
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12. Preserved plug H2 
 
 
Figure B.23   Echo-train of H2 plug. 
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13. Preserved plug H3 
 
 
Figure B.25   Echo-train of H3 plug. 
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14. Preserved plug H4 
 
 
Figure B.27   Echo-train of H4 plug. 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF INVERSION PARAMETER 
 
Appendix C covers the sensitivity analysis of Lexus inversion parameter. Inversion 
smoothing weight parameter has been adjusted until the valid T2 distribution was acquired. Valid 
solution is based on assumption that the calculated NMR total porosity (integrated area under T2 
curve) has to be more or equal to the connected helium porosity measured in the laboratory. The 
T2 distributions of the given plugs as function of smoothing weight parameter are illustrated in 
the Figures C.1 – C.6. The calculated NMR total porosity as a function of weight parameter, and 
helium connected porosity of the given plugs are presented in the Tables C.1 – Table C.6.       
 
1. Cleaned brine saturated plug HW1 
 
Figure C.1   T2 distributions of HW1 plug as a function of smoothing weight parameter. 
 
Table C.1   Helium connected and NMR total porositie  of HW1 
Weight 
Parameter 




































2. Cleaned brine saturated plug HW3 
 
 
Figure C.2   T2 distributions of HW3 plug as a function of smoothing weight parameter. 
 
 
Table C.2   Helium connected and NMR total porositie  of HW3 
Weight 
Parameter 












































3. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW1 
 
 
Figure C.3   T2 distributions of WW1 plug as a function of smoothing weight parameter. 
 
Table C.3   Helium connected and NMR total porositie  of WW1 
Weight 
Parameter 













































4. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW2 
 
 




Table C.4   Helium connected and NMR total porositie  of WW2 
Weight 
Parameter 









































5. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW3 
 
 




Table C.5   Helium connected and NMR total porositie  of WW3 
Weight 
Parameter 












































6. Cleaned brine saturated plug WW4 
 
 




Table C.6   Helium connected and NMR total porositie  of WW4 
Weight 
Parameter 












































MODELED NMR RESPONSES 
 
Appendix D includes the comparison of modeled and actual NMR responses of the Middle 
Bakken fluids. Looyestijn and Hofman (2005) forward model has been used to model the oil and 
brine signal to estimate the fraction of the total pore surface wetted by brine and oil, thus, NMR 
wettability indices were predicted. Figures D.1 – D.7 illustrates the modeled T2 relaxation 
response for fluids compared with actual measurements o  8 Middle Bakken plugs. As an 
illustration, Figure D.1 illustrates the modeled results of the H1 plug. The individual curves from 
top to bottom in the legend are the following:  
- Bulk live crude - T2 distribution of bulk oil under ambient conditions   
- So sample W3 - measured T2 distribution of the preserved W3 core plug   
- Pore distribution - pore size distribution derived from the measured T2 distribution of the 
fully brine saturated adjacent W3 plug  
- Modeled water – inverted and modeled T2 distribution of the water, including wetting 
effects  
- Model oil – inverted and modeled T2 distribution of the oil, including wetting effects  
- Modeled total – inverted and modeled total T2 distribution of the oil and water together  
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Figure D.2   NMR response for modeled fluids of H2 plug compared to actual measurements. 
 
 
Figure D.3   NMR response for modeled fluids of H3 plug compared to actual measurements. 
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Figure D.5   NMR response for modeled fluids of W1 plug compared to actual measurements. 
 
Figure D.6   NMR response for modeled fluids of W2 plug compared to actual measurements. 
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QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF WETABILITY 
 
Appendix E cover a very simple wettability interpretation of the preserved Middle Bakken 
was done to qualitatively evaluate the wetting state of the core plugs. Figures E.1 – E.8 illustrate 
the simple qualitative wettability interpretation of preserved Middle Bakken plugs. The drop of 
the same volumes of produced brine and oil was placed on the surface of the preserved Middle 
Bakken plugs. The liquid should either imbibe into the sample or remain as a round spherical 
drop on the surface. If the liquid imbibes into the core sample, thus, the liquid is the wetting 
liquid. This can be explained by the capillary pressure, wettability, and interfacial tension of the 
liquid. The spreading is not considered to be qualitative indication of the wetting state because of 
the significantly low interfacial tension of the liquids. It has been found that the produced brine 
remains as spherical drop on the surface of the plug, however, it was difficult to conclude that 
whether the drop of produced oil imbibes or not. Since it was difficult to measure the volume of 
the liquids imbibed into the sample, if they did, therefore, the qualitative interpretation of the 
wettability is non-conclusive.     
  
 
Figure E.1   The qualitative wettability interpretation of the H1 plug. 
 












Figure E.4   The qualitative wettability interpretation of the H4 plug. 
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Figure E.7   The qualitative wettability interpretation of the W3 plug. 
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Produced Oil Produced Brine 





























PYRITE CORRECTION MODEL 
 
Appendix F includes the derivation of empirical pyrite correction factor from logarithmic T2 
mean values of T2 distribution of adjacent Middle Bakken plugs at Sw=1. The derived correction 
factor is a function of weight fraction of pyrite and porosity. The developed correction factor has 
been applied to the T2 distributions of the given plugs at Sw=1. As a resulted, T2 distributions 
were corrected to the effect of pyrite by shifting to the right.  Figures F.2 – F.7 illustrate the 
pyrite correction of the T2 distribution of the adjacent brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs. 
Figures F.8 – F.13 illustrate the pyrite correction of the pore size distribution of the adjacent 
brine saturated Middle Bakken plugs. 
 
F.1   The Derivation of Pyrite Correction Factor  
 
Figure F.1   The logarithmic T2 mean as a function of volume  fraction of pyrite. 
 
The exponential trend line equation from the Figure 1-E is expressed:  
b  3.3612|}.}& (1 –E) 
where y is the T2LM and x is the volume  fraction of pyrite.  
The correct the T2LM to the 0% pyrite the following expression was derived:   




















Volume Fraction of Pyrite
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Rearrangement of the Equation (2-E) gives the  
∆cGp;21_Gq  ~3.36  3.3612|}.e   (3 –E) 
The final pyrite correction factor (shift) is 
∆;2-  1K.K2K.K%.e   (4 –E) 
 
F.2. The Pyrite Correction of T2 Distributions  
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Figure F.3   The pyrite correction of T2 distribution of the HW3 plug. 
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Figure F.5   The pyrite correction of T2 distribution of the WW2 plug. 
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Figure F.7   The pyrite correction of T2 distribution of the WW4 plug. 
 
F.3  The Pyrite Correction of Pore Size Distributions 
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Figure F.9   The pore size distribution of the HW3 plug. 
 
 

































Figure F.11   The pore size distribution of the WW2 plug. 
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